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Abstract 
In this thesis, a research is presented that shows the value of information within a truck 
transportation company. The research is part of the DATAS project and is a collaboration 
between Van Opzeeland, a truck transportation company that performs the distribution to 
retail stores, SynerScope, a company that created visual data exploration software, and the 
Eindhoven University of Technology. Firstly, different problems occurring in the daily 
processes of Van Opzeeland have been mapped. Secondly, the order dataset obtained from 
Van Opzeeland has been rewritten and combined with external data sources, such as location 
data, weather data, and neighborhood data. Then, a visual data exploration has been done on 
this new dataset to find opportunities for the problems found in the beginning. Since most 
insights were found with respect to the stop time problem, the main focus of the thesis has 
been on the stop time problem. This problem occurs when a planning for a truck needs to be 
made and stop times for loading and unloading at customers need to be estimated and used 
in this planning. Wrong predictions for this stop time can have negative results in terms of 
costs and with respect to the execution of the planning. Lastly, the opportunities for the stop 
time problem have been analyzed to determine their value. It is concluded that, with only little 
adjustments in the daily process, improvements can be made that lead to cost reductions and 
a better planning.  
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Management Summary 
Van Opzeeland came up with several problems occurring in their day-to-day business. Three 
of those problems have been investigated through a visual data exploration. These problems 
are the stop time problem, the travel time problem, and the resource allocation problem. The 
stop time problem occurs when trips are being planned. During the planning of these trips, 
planners need to know how long a driver stops at a certain customer before the driver 
continues to the next customer. Deviations between the planned and actual stop time have 
negative consequences for the rest of the execution of the planning. The travel time problem 
is a planning related problem as well. It occurs when a trip is being scheduled and estimations 
are needed on how long it takes to get from one location to the other. Deviations between 
the planned and actual travel time can have negative consequences for the execution of the 
planning. The resource allocation problem is another kind of planning problem. This problem 
concerns the amount of trucks and drivers needed for the next day. Orders for the next day 
can come in until 11PM, but at 6PM on that same day a decision needs to be made on how 
much trucks are going to be scheduled. An estimation then needs to be done on how many 
orders there will be at 11PM in the evening. Deviations between the actual amount and the 
predicted amount of orders at 11PM, can result in under or over capacity of trucks and drivers.  
 

To visually investigate the three mentioned problems, different data sources have been 
combined. First of all, a dataset was obtained from Van Opzeeland, which contains 
information about all orders in 2017. Information included in this dataset is for example the 
order number, the size of the order, the customer, and the address where the order needs to 
be delivered. Next, coordinates of these locations have been added to be able to analyze the 
orders on a map as well. Then, based on the location information, a dataset has been added 
that contains information about all neighborhoods in the Netherlands. Examples of 
information in this dataset are the degree of urbanity of a neighborhood and the amount of 
residents in a neighborhood. Lastly, a weather dataset has been added. This dataset contains 
actual weather data for all days in 2017. This dataset was used to see whether some factors 
related to the weather have influence on the aforementioned problems. Typical variables in 
this dataset are the temperature and the amount of rain on a day.   
 

Using the resulting data set, different visualization techniques have been applied to find 
opportunities for the problems. Many opportunities have been found. An example is the 
degree of urbanity, which shows interesting patterns for both the stop and the travel time. 
Figure 0.1 shows that the average stop time is longer for stops in regions with a higher degree 
of urbanity. Figure 0.2 shows that stops with a higher degree of urbanity on average occur 
later, relative to the planned arrival time, than stops with a lower degree of urbanity. These 
differences, going into minutes, could lead to interesting results in terms of efficiency. 
 

            
Figure 0.1 – Stop time vs. Urbanity             Figure 0.2 – Arrival vs. Urbanity 
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Another example of an interesting insight that was found relates to the waiting time, which is 
sometimes part of the stop time. This waiting time is logged when a driver arrives at a 
customer, but is not able to start unloading the truck. The domain specialist expected that 
these waiting times were resulting from arrivals outside delivery windows. Based on the 
dataset, it could be concluded that this was not the case. Furthermore, it could be seen that 
one driver was involved in almost 20% of the times that a waiting time occurred (Figure 0.3). 
Further analysis could not give another explanation for this, than that this driver was the only 
driver who consistently logs this waiting time. If the cause for these waiting times could be 
related to the customers, and extra costs due to waiting times could be redirected to them, it 
would be very important that all drivers start logging their waiting times consistently.  
 

 
  Figure 0.3 – Waiting time vs. Driver 
 

Many other interesting insights relating to the stop time problem were found during the visual 
exploratory data analysis (Chapter 5). Therefore, a further analysis has been done to see how 
and to what extent this problem can be tackled, using the opportunities found in the visual 
data exploration. Different prediction models have been used to see if the stop time could be 
predicted more accurately than that it is at the moment. The 2-parameter model and the 
cubist model performed well. The values created by these models have been estimated in two 
ways, a simple value estimation and a more realistic value estimation. The results of applying 
these models are summarized in Table 0.1 below.  
 

Table 0.1 – Summary of values per model 
 

 
Implementing the 2-parameter model in the daily process, which does not take much effort, 
leads to an average stop time that is around two minutes less per stop. The stop time 
predictions are also on average around 30 seconds more accurate. This can lead to a cost 
reduction of between €256,200 and €349,958 per year. The other prediction method, which 
makes use of cubist regression and is more complex to implement, can improve the stop time 
predictions with almost 45 seconds per stop and makes the average stop times almost two 
and a half minute less. This would lead to a cost reduction of between €309,750 and €402,044 
per year. It needs to be kept in mind that these cost reductions are rough estimations and that 
the predictions use tighter stop times than previous, but this is justified because the 
predictions are also more accurate than before. 

 
Benchmark 2-parameter model Cubist model 

Mean Stop Time (min.) 14.25 12.10 11.78 

Mean Absolute Error (min.) 7.96 7.39 7.22 

Simple value estimation (€) - 349,958 402,044 

Realistic value estimation (€) - 256,200 309,750 
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1 Introduction 
This thesis uses visual exploratory data analysis to find opportunities for the use of data in the 
transportation sector. The value of these opportunities will also be quantified. This chapter 
will discuss the research context, the research questions, the research design and the 
structure of the thesis.  
 

1.1 Research context 
Many problems occur in the transportation sector; schedules are not being followed for many 
different reasons, trucks are driving with lots of empty spaces, transportation orders for a day 
are coming in later than the resource allocation of that day, and many more. On the other 
side, more and more options arise to collect data related to these problems. The following 
question arises: can this large amount of data be used to tackle these problems and to improve 
efficiency in the transportation sector?  
 
This is where exploratory data analysis comes in. A way to extract relations out of data without 
real knowledge about the context of the data upfront. In a review on exploratory data analysis, 
founder John Tukey describes exploratory data analysis as “being detective in character. It is 
a search for clues. Some of the clues may be misleading, but some will lead to discoveries.” 
(Church, 1979, p. 433). One technique that can be used for doing exploratory data analysis is 
the visual analysis of data. In many cases visualization is used for the communication of 
analysis results with the public. In this research visualization will be used to do the analysis 
itself. Here, the combination of exploratory data analytics and visual data analysis will be 
studied in the truck transportation sector. 
 
Since exploratory data analysis can show new insights and opportunities, it will be used in this 
research to see how and which data can be used for improvements in the transportation 
sector. The exploration is done in a loop involving domain experts and visual exploration 
techniques. The aim of this research is to come up with new opportunities for improving the 
transportation sector. For example, it could be found that some variables like weather or 
weather predictions correlate with to what extent transportation orders are being on 
schedule. Furthermore, it could be found out that less expected relations in the data occur. 
For example, a correlation between a random variable and transportation orders being on 
schedule.  
 
This master thesis will be part of a bigger project, called DATAS for multi-channel, multi-
company collaboration (Van Woensel, Grefen, Crainic, Dijkman, & Veelenturf, 2015). DATAS 
stands for Data and Algorithms Toolbox for Automated Services. The objective of the project 
is to research, build, and test advanced decision support systems for both multi-channel 
(retail, detail, and e-tail) and multi-company collaboration.  
 
The DATAS project is a collaboration between companies and universities to develop a 
collective information-sharing platform and to effectively and efficiently collaborate, plan, and 
schedule in this multi-channel and multi-company setting. Companies and universities 
involved in this project are Van Opzeeland, Nabuurs, Trunkrs, SynerScope and the University 
of Technology Eindhoven. Nabuurs and Van Opzeeland (part of Nabuurs) are represented by 
Coen Verberk and work in the detail, retail and e-tail channel. Trunkrs is a startup which 
facilitates the e-tail channel via direct and network distribution to consumers.  Lastly, the huge 
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amount of data which is generated by these companies has to be explored. This is where 
SynerScope comes in. A startup with experience in big data visualization and analytics in 
different sectors.  
 
Nabuurs and Van Opzeeland provided data from Van Opzeeland, which in the end makes this 
research a collaboration between the University of Technology Eindhoven, SynerScope, and 
Van Opzeeland. SynerScope is mainly providing support for the research and a case study will 
be done at Van Opzeeland. Therefore, the core process at Van Opzeeland will shortly be 
described below.    
 
Van Opzeeland has around 80 main customers that make use of Van Opzeeland’s services to 
distribute their goods to the retail stores. To do this, goods have to be transported from the 
warehouse of the customer to the distribution center of Van Opzeeland. Here, the goods are 
divided over the trucks and the trucks deliver the goods to the retail stores. An idea of the 
core process is given by the visual representation in Figure 1 below.  
 

 
Figure 1 - Core process Van Opzeeland 

 
 

1.2 Research questions 
The aim of the research is to investigate how problems and questions existing in 
transportation companies can be tackled by using exploratory data analytics in combination 
with visual data analysis. This visual exploratory data analysis will be used to find opportunities 
for the use of data in the truck transportation sector. Lastly, the value of these opportunities 
will be quantified in terms of improvements for the problems found.  
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To reach the aim of this research the following main research question has been determined: 
 
“How can visual exploratory data analytics be used to tackle problems in the truck 
transportation sector and consequently create opportunities and value for companies in the 
truck transportation sector?” 
 
To answer this research question, the following sub-questions have been made:  
 

1. Which techniques for applying visual exploratory data analytics exist?  
2. Which problems or questions exist in the truck transportation industry?  
3. Which visual exploratory techniques can be used to analyze which problems in the 

transportation sector? Apply the techniques to the problems.  
4. What is the potential value of applying visual exploratory techniques to transportation-

related problems? 
 

1.3 Research design 
In this section the research design for this thesis will be described. A visual overview of this 
design is given in Figure 2 below using a step-by-step schema. Each step will be described 
briefly below.  

 
Figure 2 - Schematic overview of research design 
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The first research question is being answered using an extensive literature study. The aim of 
the literature study is to get an overview of the existing visual exploratory data analysis 
techniques and tools. Each technique and tool will be described and assessed on different 
criteria.   
 
To answer research question two, qualitative semi-structured interviews have been held with 
a domain specialist in the transportation sector, to find out about questions and problems 
that exist in this sector. The before mentioned problems have been used as input for these 
interviews.  
 
To be able to answer the third research question, data needs to be collected and preprocessed 
first. Interviews with experts in the domain of data collection have been done to find (new) 
external sources of data that can be used in the transportation sector. Additionally, interviews 
with a domain expert in the transportation sector have been held, to find data that is available 
within the transportation sector. 
 
To answer the third research question, a combination of qualitative and quantitative research 
have been done to come up with opportunities for tackling questions and/or problems 
considered under research question two. Visual exploratory data analysis techniques, 
methods, or tools found in the literature review, will be used to see which, and to what extent, 
questions and problems can be tackled. Data sources that are found are also used as input for 
answering this question. In this phase, a validation step is included as well. As can be found in 
literature (Batch & Elmqvist, 2018), visual exploratory data analytics needs interaction with 
domain experts to refine the problems or questions: “the premise of visualization and visual 
analytics is that the existence of a human in the sense making loop can significantly improve 
the outcome of an analysis” (p. 278). Therefore, this validation step is included in the approach 
to refine the questions and problems of the transportation companies. 
 
The fourth research question will be answered by a quantitative research. One or more models 
will be built for one or more of the opportunities that arose under research question three. 
The goal of this model(s) is to find the opportunities’ values for the belonging question(s) or 
problem(s). For example, if travel times of trucks can be predicted better than before, 
schedules can be improved by including less slack. Less slack results in more capacity of one 
truck, which in the end leads to less trucks needed. Less trucks needed means less costs with 
respect to drivers, trucks, and outsourcing and thus value for the company. Another value can 
for example be quantified if the amount of orders, which are coming in later than the resource 
allocation, can be predicted (to some extent). Then, a better resource allocation and 
outsourcing can be done which results in less under or over capacity. 
 

1.4 Thesis structure 
In chapter 2, the literature study executed for this thesis will summarized. In chapter 3, the 
problems found in the transportation companies will be described. In chapter 4, the internal 
and external data sources will be described. Furthermore, the data cleaning and preprocessing 
will be described here. In chapter 5, the exploratory visual data analysis will be done and 
opportunities arising from this analysis will be described. In chapter 6, the value of these 
opportunities will be calculated. Lastly, a conclusion will be drawn in chapter 7.    
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2 Literature review: Techniques and tools in visual data exploration 
In this chapter, an overview of existing literature on visualization techniques and tools in 
exploratory data analysis will be given. Firstly, the different visualization techniques used in 
exploratory data analysis will be described. Secondly, an overview of the visualization tools 
used in exploratory data analysis will be given. Lastly, a comparison and conclusion will be 
given on these techniques and tools.  
 
Techniques to be considered in this research will now be explained briefly. A technique that is 
mentioned a lot in literature is the parallel coordinates plot (Huang et al., 2017). This 
technique visualizes high-dimensional, multivariate data using horizontal polylines that give 
values for different dimensions using different axes. A further development of this parallel 
coordinates plot is the parallel sets (Kosara, Bendix, & Hauser, 2006). This technique uses the 
same polylines, but bins the data for categorical dimensions so that the point intersections 
are now replaced with boxes representing categories. Next, there is the scatterplot matrix 
(Huang et al., 2017), which shows a matrix of scatterplots for a number of variables. One 
scatterplot in this matrix shows the relation between two of these variables. In Kao et al (2014) 
matrix visualization  is described. In this technique, interactions between clusters of variables 
and subjects can be analyzed. The tree map, described in Huang et al. (2017), is a technique 
used for showing hierarchies. It divides the visualization space into subspaces based on the 
hierarchy and the size of the subgroups. The Space-Filling Multidimensional Data Visualization 
technique SMFDVis (Huang et al., 2017) is also an interesting way of visualizing data. A 
horizontal line represents a data item and gives information about this data item with respect 
to different dimensions. Colors are being used to show the values for the dimensions. 
Furthermore, the heat map was mentioned in Huang et al. (2017) as well. It is a two-
dimensional visualization technique where the values are represented with colors. A very 
different technique is the bundling view (Holten, 2006). The bundling view is node-link 
diagram which shows connections between different nodes connected by a link. A bit similar 
to this technique is the cluster relationship diagram (Soto, Kiros, Kešelj, & Milios, 2015a). This 
technique shows the degree of similarity between clusters and the sizes of these clusters. 
Another technique that has similarities to the bundling view is the sequence view (Holten, 
Cornelissen, & Van Wijk, 2007). This is a representation of the bundling view over time in the 
form of a cylinder. Another technique found is the image wall. This technique is based on 
algorithms for dimensionality reduction (Van Der Maaten & Hinton, 2008) and image 
recognition (Abadi et al., 2016) to find similar images or to see how certain outliers in the data 
look like. Besides analyzing images, also a technique for analyzing unstructured text data was 
found. This technique, called word wall, is based on the TF-IDF algorithm (Ramos, 2003) and 
visualizes important words in the data. A similar technique to the word wall is the word cloud 
(Soto et al., 2015a). Instead of showing the words in blocks, this technique shows the words 
in a cloud. A technique to show data based on its location is the map view. The map view 
makes use of OpenStreetMap (Haklay & Weber, 2008) to visualize the data on a map using 
the longitude and latitude information. Lastly, there were found a few simple, but very useful 
visualizations in the visualization tool Iximeer (SynerScope, 2018), which are not supported 
with literature. These techniques are the multi chart, the street view, the case view, the 
summary and the table.  
 
Tools to be considered in this thesis will now be described briefly. The pilot system described 
in Ma et al. (2017) is the only tool that actually makes use of only one technique interactively. 
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The pilot system is a three-dimensional matrix that visualizes relationships between three 
axes. The system contains rotating, zooming, highlighting and selection functions for the 
three-dimensional matrix. Furthermore, it is possible to make two-dimensional slices of the 
matrix to look at certain relationships or patterns more carefully. The second tool found in the 
literature study is Zenvisage (Siddiqui, Kim, Lee, Karahalios, & Parameswaran, 2016). This tool 
is specified by its ability to search for visual patterns automatically. Another tool found is ViTA-
SSD (Soto, Kiros, Kešelj, & Milios, 2015). ViTA-SSD is a visual text analytics tool, which is able 
to handle semi-structured data. Similar documents are being clustered using the cluster 
relationship diagram and can then be analyzed using among others the word cloud.  
Furthermore, the EcoDATE tool is a visual data exploration tool made for the exploration of 
historical ecological data. It makes use of charts and plots to find temporal trends and patterns 
interactively. Lastly, four similar tools were found, which are Tableau (Pham, Jones, Metoyer, 
Swanson, & Pabst, 2013), Spotfire (Batch & Elmqvist, 2018), Iximeer (SynerScope, 2018), and 
Microsoft Power BI. These tools all combine different visualization techniques in one tool, to 
interactively go through the data. An overview of which techniques are used in which tools is 
given in Table 1 below.  

Table 1 - Techniques in Tools 

 
 

- : not available 

X  : available 

~ : custom available (using marketplace) 
 
Between all these techniques and tools, a comparison has been done. For this comparison, 
evaluation criteria have been used from Redpath and Srinivasan (2003). In Figure 3 below, the 
comparison between the techniques and tools based on their level of exploration and usability 
is shown. It can be seen that, on average, the tools perform better on exploration than the 
techniques. It seems that the techniques need each other to be more dynamic, interactive, 
and pattern revealing. Furthermore, there exist some techniques that only display one 
dimension and thus really depend on other techniques to show patterns and relations 
between dimensions. This combination is often done in the tools.  

Technique Pilot System Zenvisage ViTA-SSD EcoDATE Tableau Spotfire Iximeer Microsoft Power BI

Parralel Coordinates - - - - - X - ~

Parallel Sets - - - - - - - -

Scatterplot (Matrix) - X X X X X X X

Matrix visualization - - X - - - - -

Tree map - - - - X X - X

SFMDVis - - - - - - - -

Heat map - - - - X - - ~

Bundling view - - - - - - X -

Image wall - - - - - - X -

Map view - - - - X X X X

Multi chart - X X X X X X X

Sequence view - - - - - - X -

Word wall - - - - - - X -

Street view - - - - - - X -

Summary - - - - X X X X

Table - - X - X X X X

Pilot System technique X - - - - - - -

Cluster relationship diagram - - X - - - - -

Case view - - X - X X X -

Word Cloud - - X - - - X ~

Customized/Marketplace - - - - - - X X
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Figure 3 - Evaluation of techniques and tools 
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3 Questions and problems in transportation companies 
In this chapter, the questions and problems in the transportation sector will be described. This 
is approached as a case study at the companies within the DATAS project. For answering this 
research question interview requests have been sent to the truck transportation companies 
involved in the DATAS project. Trunkrs did not respond to the request, but Van Opzeeland did, 
which makes this thesis a case study focused on Van Opzeeland. An interview has been held 
with Van Opzeeland. The DATAS meeting on 19-04-2018, where Van Opzeeland was present, 
has been used as input for the semi-structured interview. Problems and questions in truck 
transportation companies that were mentioned during this interview will now be described.  
 

3.1 Resource allocation  
The first problem mentioned by Van Opzeeland is that orders for a day are coming in later 
than the resource allocation for that day has to be made. Orders for shipments of goods are 
being received until 23:00h the day before they have to be executed, while the amount of 
trucks hired has to be determined at 18:00h the day before the orders have to be executed 
(see Figure 4). The total amount of trucks needed then needs to be estimated, which is a 
challenge for Van Opzeeland. If the predicted amount is not equal to the actual amount of 
trucks needed, this results in extra costs. Extra costs can occur in two ways. First, extra costs 
can occur in terms of lost sales. This is caused by not having sufficient trucks available for the 
amount of orders. Second, extra costs can occur in terms of unused trucks and drivers. This is 
caused when too many trucks and/or drivers are available for the amount of orders. 

 
Figure 4 - Resource allocation problem 

A better prediction of the actual amount of trucks needed can thus lead to a cost reduction. 
Preferably, this prediction is already made for the first time at 13h00. This has two main 
advantages: 1) truck outsourcing can be done earlier and 2) Planning of the routes for the 
following day can be started earlier. Then, at 18h00 a better prediction can be given for the 
expected amount of trucks needed.  
 
This problem also has constraints. First, certain trucks can only be driven by drivers certified 
for that specific truck. Thus, a certified driver has to be available as well. Second, some trucks 
are not allowed to go in to specific regions, for example city centers. Thus, specific trucks have 
to be available for specific regions.   
 

3.2 Travel times 
A second problem mentioned by a Van Opzeeland is the difference between the planned 
arrival time at a customer and the actual arrival time at a customer. This difference in arrival 
time is caused by the variance in the travel time. More in detail, a trip consists of a long first 
leg to a certain region, a few stops at customers in that region and a long leg back to the 
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distribution center. A schematic representation of a normal trip is given in Figure 5. The green 
squares represent the travel times that need to be estimated for the planning.  
For all the orders at a certain day, the first long leg is a very important factor whether orders 
arrive on time or late at a customer. At the moment, there is no variation in the estimated 
duration for these first legs to the specific destinations. A better prediction of this first long 
leg, could already help a lot in meeting the planned arrival times at customers. If variables 
could be found that have a certain impact on the travel time, these variables could be used in 
the travel time estimation. A better estimation of the travel time will also lead to better 
planned schedules. Better planned schedules can for example lead to better customer 
satisfaction, due to punctuation of delivery, as well as more satisfaction for the drivers.  

 
Figure 5 - Planning problem 

3.3 Stop times (loading/unloading) 
The third problem described by a truck transportation company is the stop time at a customer, 
which is used for loading and/or unloading of the order. The stop time at a customer can 
depend on several factors. These are for instance the number of pallets to be unloaded, the 
location of the unloading, and the waiting time when a customer is not present or able to 
unload. For an average trip of around nine hours, three hours are used for the first and last 
leg. Then, six hours are left for unloading, loading and driving to the different customers. 
Approximately, four of the six hours are then used for loading and unloading, which is a large 
part of the trip. In Figure 5 above, a schematic representation is given of normal trip. The 
yellow squares represent the stop times that need to be estimated for the planning of the trip. 
Better prediction of these stop times can thus have a major impact on the degree to which 
schedules can be met. Furthermore, cost reductions can be achieved if the average stop time 
can be made shorter. Visual data exploration can be used here to find useful patterns, and use 
those patterns in a better planning.  
 

3.4 Physical supply of orders 
The fourth problem mentioned by a truck transportation company is the supply of the orders 
to the distribution center. For some customers the goods are delivered by the customers 
themselves, for other customers the goods have to be picked up by the truck transportation 
company. Not much focus has been put into this side of the company, because it is not the 
main process for the company and there are also a lot less companies involved. Still, a lot of 
improvements can be made here, because the use of trucks, time windows, etc. is far from 
optimal here, since it has not got that much attention within Van Opzeeland yet. Visual 
exploratory data analysis could definitely lead to some interesting insights in this process.  
 

3.5 Time windows 
Lastly, time windows are not up to date. Time windows are determined based on three 
different factors: 1) at some customers you are only allowed to come in a specific time range. 
For example, in shopping streets it is possible that you are only allowed to deliver in the 
morning between 7:00 AM and 11:00 AM. 2) The customer has a specific time (range) in which 
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it wants that the order is being delivered and 3) the truck transportation company has a 
specific preference or ability to deliver between specific times. For example, employees do 
not want to work very early in the morning or late in the evening. Since these time windows 
have been made only once in the beginning by the transportation company, it is possible that 
a lot of these time windows are not up to date anymore, or could fit better by adjusting them. 
Also, it is often not clear on which of the three factors the time window is based. A (semi) 
continuous determination of the time window by combining the three factors for example 
monthly, could result in more advantageous time windows.  
 

3.6 Summary 
Five problems have been found within Van Opzeeland. These are problems relating to the 
resource allocation, the travel time approximation, the stop time approximation, the physical 
supply of orders and the time windows. Since the resource allocation problem, the stop time 
problem, and the travel time problem are considered as having the most impact on the 
company and being the most important for Van Opzeeland, these problems will be the focus 
in this thesis. The other two problems will be kept in mind during the analysis. 
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4      Data sources for visual exploratory data analysis 
In this chapter, the internal data set received from Van Opzeeland and external data sets 
added to gain more insights are described. Furthermore, the preprocessing steps that lead to 
the final data set to be used in the further analysis will be described.  
 

4.1 Internal data source 
The data set provided by Van Opzeeland contains planning information about all orders in 
2017. An order is a request from a customer to distribute goods to a certain retail store. Some 
typical characteristics of an order in this data set are the order number, the date of the order, 
the customer name, the trip number of which the order is part of, the address where the order 
needs to be delivered, etc. Good for further analysis is the fact that it also contains information 
about the actual execution of the planning. Typical columns for this execution data are the 
actual time of delivery, actual time of leaving the client, etc.  
 
This dataset is being preprocessed and cleaned where needed. This is being done using 
programming language R (Venables & Smith, 1997). Since the columns containing the day and 
the week were only partially filled, they have been rewritten using the date column. 
Furthermore, time values are rewritten so they can be used in R and NA values are set to 0 in 
the Pall, Rc, and Colli columns, because it is assumed that if a cell is empty in those columns, 
then the amount of pallets, rolling containers or colli is zero. Then, columns ‘Fil’, ‘Starttijd < 
Van tijd’, ‘Starttijd > Tot tijd’, ‘Over schrijding’, ‘Marge 15 min’, ‘Overschr 15-30 min’, ‘Overschr 
> 30 min’, ‘Voor 9:00’, ‘X_COORDINATE’, and ‘Y_COORDINATE’ have been deleted, because 
they are empty or not relevant. Next, an extra column ‘Wachttijd’ is created, which is the 
difference between the end and the start of a waiting period. 
 
The next important step is that the order dataset is being written to a stops dataset. This is 
necessary because the dataset obtained from Van Opzeeland has an order on each row, which 
is not keeping in mind that sometimes several orders have to be delivered to the same 
location. These orders then belong to the same stop. To make this stops dataset, a new data 
set has been made with the same columns. Then, for each order that belongs to the same trip 
and has to be delivered to the same address location, the ‘OVE’, ‘Colli’, ‘Rc’, ‘Pall’, and 
‘Wachttijd’ are summed. For the start and end time, the start time of the first order and end 
time of the last order are taken. For all other columns the values of the first order are taken, 
which means that some columns that are order specific have no or less meaning now. Lastly, 
the new actual stop time is calculated using the start time and end time of a stop. The resulting 
dataset will from now on be described as the main dataset.  
 

4.2 External data sources 
The result of section 4.1 is an input for this section. In this section, external data sources are 
added to the main dataset. Decisions about which external data sets are included, have been 
made after consultation and interviews with in-house experts within SynerScope.  

4.2.1 Location data 

The first step is to rewrite the postal code column in such a way that latitude and longitude 
data can be added to the main dataset. This is also where the first external data source is 
coming in, the postal code table (SQLblog, 2018). This table (Appendix B) is a little bit outdated, 
but freely available. The assumption is made that for the analysis to be done this table 
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provides sufficient data regarding longitude and latitude coordinates of the stops and that in 
a later stadium a more up to date dataset can be bought. After doing a join with the postal 
code table, different columns relating to postal code information are added to the main 
dataset, of which the most important are the longitude and latitude.  

4.2.2 Neighborhood data 

A second external data source that can be used for exploration, is a dataset that contains 
demographical information about neighborhoods (CBSa, 2018). A few interesting variables in 
this data set are the number of inhabitants, the population density, the number of cars per 
square kilometer, and the average amount of addresses per square kilometer. An overview of 
all the variables in this data set can be found in Appendix C. With this new information, visual 
explorative research can be done to find some potential patterns with respect to 
demographics of regions.  
 
The dataset containing the demographical information has no column that can be used to join 
with the main dataset. Therefore, another dataset is introduced first. This is a dataset that 
contains neighborhood identifiers for every postal code in The Netherlands (CBSb, 2018) and 
is described in Appendix D. Based on the postal code column this data set is joined with the 
main dataset. Using the neighborhood identifiers that are now in the main dataset, the main 
dataset can be joined with the dataset that contains demographical information about the 
neighborhoods.  

4.2.3 Weather data 

Next, a dataset (Appendix E) containing weather information about all days in 2017 in the 
Netherlands is introduced (KNMI, 2018). Firstly, Cabauw, a location central relative to the 
main distribution center of Van Opzeeland, was chosen as location for measurement and 
added to the main dataset. Data about weather predictions is not easily accessible but actual 
weather data is. Therefore, actual weather data will be included in the main dataset. If it can 
be shown that actual weather data can have value in a truck transportation problem, it is 
assumed that it will be possible to include weather predictions in the future as well. Based on 
the date, the weather dataset is joined with the main dataset. This join added weather 
information to the whole dataset. Examples of information added are the amount of rain, 
average temperature, and the sight in meters.  
 
Next, an adjustment has been done so that weather data will provide more location specific 
information. Two datasets from the KNMI have been introduced. One (KNMI, 2018b) 
containing information about the locations of weather measurement, given in Appendix F, and 
the other (KNMI, 2018c) containing measurement data for each of these locations, given in 
Appendix G. A code has been written which makes use of these two datasets. For every stop 
the distances to all locations have been calculated, based on longitude and latitude data. The 
weather measurement location with the minimum distance to the stop is then chosen as the 
location of weather measurement for that stop. The earlier used weather information from 
Cabauw is then replaced by the new information of the closest stop.   
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4.2.4 Calculated variables 

After the addition of the location, neighborhood and weather information to the main dataset, 
a few extra variables have been calculated that could help in giving better insights in the data. 
These last basic calculations have been done in Excel. Variables calculated are ‘Dev in ak’ 
(deviation in arrival time), ‘Dev in stop’ (deviation in stop time), ‘Voor window’ (time that 
order arrived before window), ‘Na window’ (time that order arrived after window), 
‘a_inw_opp’ (residents per square km), ‘a_bedv_opp’ (number of business locations per 
square km), and ‘a_pau_opp’ (number of passenger cars per square km).  
 
One other important variable has been recalculated as well. This variable is the planned stop 
time. Because the planned stop time is given for every separate order in the original order 
dataset, it was not possible to get realistic planned stop times per stop. They were also not 
made available by Van Opzeeland. In making the stops data set, the maximum planned stop 
time for the different orders in a stop is used as the stop time. To approach the actual planned 
stop time in a different way as well, an extra variable called ‘Stop time 2’ is added. For this 
stop time, the planned stop time is calculated using the definition that Van Opzeeland uses. 
Van Opzeeland calculates the planned stop time based on a fixed stop time and a variable stop 
time based on the amount of OVE (see section 6.1 for further explanation on the benchmark). 
This calculation now is done for every stop as well with the resulting column ‘Stop time 2’.  
 
Lastly, a few row specific mistakes in the data have been solved and a choice is made to delete 
all rows containing NA’s in the following columns: ‘Plan.ak’, ’Start.tijd’, ‘Eind.tijd’, ‘Stop.tijd’, 
‘Vrt.Type’, ‘Client’, ‘Adr.code’, ‘Datum’, ‘Trucker’. The choice to delete the NA’s is made 
because there is more than sufficient data available without these rows and because no bias 
will be created by filling these NA’s with estimations. Furthermore, the visual analysis will not 
suffer from outliers. These NA deletion results in the final stops dataset containing 150 
columns and 279,037 rows, which is around 1,000 stops per day.     
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5 Visual exploratory data analysis 
In this chapter, visual exploratory data analysis will be done based on the data sources 
obtained in Chapter 4 and the visual exploration techniques and tools found in the literature 
study (Chapter 2). Problems and questions resulting from Chapter 3 will be used as a starting 
point for this analysis. Firstly, the techniques and tools used for the visual exploratory analysis 
will be described briefly. Secondly, the stop time problem will be analyzed. Thirdly, the travel 
time problem will be analyzed. Fourthly, the resource allocation problem will be analyzed. 
Lastly, conclusions will be drawn with respect to opportunities for the three problems. 
 

5.1 Techniques and tools used 
To determine which visualization tools and/or techniques have to be used to get most insights 
out of the data, the evaluation from the literature study will be used. Spotfire scores the 
highest on usability, but less high on exploration. Iximeer scores the highest on exploration 
and second on usability. Furthermore, Iximeer is able to handle data with more dimensions 
and data that is unstructured, in an interactive way. Since Iximeer also consists of some of the 
highest scoring visualization techniques and all the knowledge to make use of Iximeer in a 
right way is within the expertise of SynerScope, visual exploration for all three problems will 
be started with Iximeer. For every analysis, it will be described which technique is used and 
why this technique is used. Furthermore, as described in the validation loop in section 4.2, 
contact will be made with the domain specialist when questions arise, to enhance the 
exploration.   
 

5.2 Stop time analysis 
In this section, visual exploratory data analysis will be done to find patterns and relations in 
the data, which can result in opportunities for improvement with respect to the stop time 
problem. 

5.2.1 Problem validation 

First, the problem itself will be checked to see whether the problem mentioned by the 
company is occurring in real-life. In a perfect scenario, which can be assumed to be impossible, 
every planned stop time is equal to the actual stop time. Therefore, the average difference 
between the planned and the actual stop time is shown using the summary technique in 
Iximeer. This technique shows an average difference between the actual and the planned stop 
times of -2.23 minutes (Figure 6). This means that on average a stop takes 2.23 minutes 
shorter than planned.  

 
Figure 6 - Summary of difference in stop time 

The problem concerning the stop time is also confirmed by the information in Figures 5 and 6 
below. In these figures a scatterplot is combined with a summary view. In the scatterplot, all 
the stops are plotted based on their difference between the actual and planned stop time on 
the y-axis and the date on the x-axis. The summary view shows the count of all stops and the 
selected stops. First, the stops that have a planned stop time that is longer than the actual 
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stop time are being selected using the ‘Search and Filter’ function in Iximeer (Figure 7). It can 
be seen that in 60.2% of all stops the stop time is predicted longer than it actually is. Then, the 
stops that have a planned stop time that is shorter than the actual stop time are being selected 
(Figure 8). From this selection, it can be seen that in 33.7% of all cases the stop time is 
predicted shorter than it actually is. This means that in only 6.1% of the cases the 
loading/unloading time was predicted correctly. This could also be expected, because exactly 
predicting the stop time right is very difficult and dependent on a lot of factors. What these 
factors are, is among others what is going to be investigated in the next section. Interesting to 
note is that a bigger share of the stops takes shorter than planned than longer than planned.  
 

 
Figure 7 - Date vs. deviation in stop time             Figure 8 - Date vs. deviation in stop time 

In Figure 9, a distribution of the stop times is shown. There, a choice is made to leave the 
outliers out of the visualization to have a better scale for the visualization technique. Outliers 
are the negative stop times and the stop times above 54 and account for only 1.4% of the 
whole dataset. When looking at the distribution of the actual stop times, it can be seen that 
there are many stops with a stop time of 0 and 1, which are not corresponding to the rest of 
the distribution of stop times. These stop times of 0 and 1 are mainly logging mistakes by 
drivers that forget to log when they arrive at the customer. After loading/unloading they log 
the start and end of the stop time directly after each other, which makes the stop time 0 or 1. 
Because these stop times are not good representations of the process, they will be left out in 
the further exploration of the stop time problem. Furthermore, the actual stop times that are 
below 0 will be left out of the analysis as well, because something went wrong in the data 
measurement here as well.  
 

 
Figure 9 - Distribution of actual stop times 
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5.2.2 Problem exploration 

In this section, the visual data exploration will be done and interesting insights and patterns 
will be shown for the stop time problem.  
 

Stop time vs. OVE 
One part of the stop time is the time used for loading/unloading the truck at the customer. To 
analyze the influence of this loading/unloading, a scatterplot is made to see if a pattern can 
be found between the stop time and the OVE, which is the amount of square meters needed 
to place an order in a truck. To highlight the potential relation, a trend line has been drawn as 
well. After plotting the expected and actual stop times against the OVE, the relationships as 
shown in Figure 10 below, will appear. It can be seen that there are positive trend lines 
between the OVE and the actual (left) and planned (right) stop time.  As is also confirmed by 
the domain specialist, the expected stop time is partly predicted using the OVE, which explains 
the relationship between the OVE and the planned stop time. The relationship between the 
actual stop time and the OVE also justifies the use of the OVE for the stop time prediction. 
 

 
Figure 10 - OVE vs. actual stop time (left) and planned stop time (right) 

Stop time vs. Co-driver 
Another idea was that the amount of people involved in loading/unloading the truck could 
have an influence on the whole stop time as well. Bar charts have been used to do this analysis 
(Figure 11). The bar charts show the average stop time per category. In this analysis the 
categories are co-driver and no co-driver. When analyzing the stop time with respect to the 
appearance of a co-driver, it was found that the average actual stop time for stops with a co-
driver is clearly higher than the stop times of the stops without a co-driver. It could be 
expected that a co-driver could make the loading/unloading happen quicker and thus leading 
to shorter stop times. But this is not the case here. An explanation could be that these co-
drivers are only planned for bigger orders which are too big or heavy for one driver to carry. 
If the OVE is analyzed together with the co-driver, it cannot be concluded that there is a higher 
average OVE for stops that have a co-driver. Furthermore, it appears that all stops with a co-
driver happen in Zeeland. 
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Figure 11 - Co-driver analysis 1 

After contact with the domain specialist, it appeared that they only plan co-drivers for stops 
that have to be executed for customer RAD. This is a customer that supplies restaurants and 
bars of food and drinks. This is also confirmed in Figure 12 below.  
 

 
Figure 12 - Co-driver analysis 2 

Stop time vs. RC/Pall/Colli 
In Figure 13 below, the actual stop time is plotted against respectively the amount of roll 
containers, the amount of pallets and the amount of Colli. This is done to see whether these 
variables can also be related to the stop time. To highlight the potential relations, trend lines 
have been drawn as well. For all three, positive relations can be seen. A logical explanation for 
this could be that extra time is needed for handling more pallets, roll containers or colli.   
 

 
Figure 13 - Stop time vs. RC/Pall/Colli 

Stop time vs. Customer 
Another idea, which is already partly implemented by Van Opzeeland, is that stop times differ 
per customer. Therefore, bar charts have been made that show the average stop time per 
customer (Figure 14). It can be seen that the average actual stop times can differ a lot between 
the different customers. The average stop times for customers KIK, CB, HR, and RAD are for 
example longer than for others.  This could be useful in the prediction of the stop time.  
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Figure 14 - Stop time vs. customer 

Deviation in stop time vs. Customer 
Not only the patterns relating to the actual stop times can be interesting, but also the patterns 
with respect to certain stop times that are more often being planned wrong than others. 
Therefore, bar charts have been made that show the average deviation between planned and 
actual stop times per customer (Figure 15). It can be seen that there are certain customers 
where the stop times are much longer than planned (under prediction) and also clients where 
the stop times are much shorter than planned (over prediction). Continuously addressing and 
looking into these few customers could lead to cost savings with only a few targets.   
 

 
Figure 15 - Deviation in stop time vs. client 

Stop time vs. Vehicle type 
Stops can also be done with different types of trucks. These trucks mainly differ in size and 
regions that they are allowed to enter. In Figure 16 below, bar charts have been made that 
show the average actual stop time per vehicle type. It can be seen that the PAKKETDIENST has 
a shorter stop time then the other vehicle types. It can also be seen that the ‘oplegger’ has 
the longest stop time. The ‘oplegger’ is also the biggest truck and has on average the most 
OVE per order. This can be seen in Figure 17 below, where the average OVE per order per 
vehicle type is given in a bar chart. 
 

 
Figure 16 - Stop time vs. vehicle type 
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Figure 17 - OVE vs. vehicle type 

Stop time vs. Trucker 
For flexibility, capacity, and other reasons stops are outsourced to other trucking companies 
as well. Therefore, a bar chart (Figure 18) has been made that shows the average stop time 
per trucking company. It can be seen that the average actual stop time differs per trucking 
company. The stops executed by truckers OSCH and RIJKS-B take much longer, but account 
for only 11 stops. Still, there are differences between companies. An opportunity would be to 
use these differences between trucking companies in the stop time prediction.  
  

 
Figure 18 - Stop time vs. trucker 

Stop time vs. Time of day 
In Figure 19 below, a very interesting pattern is found as well. In this figure there was chosen 
to make a bar chart with the average actual stop time and the start time of a stop as category. 
The decision was made to bin the start times per hour. The few stops occurring before 6 AM 
and after 6 PM have been left out for this bar chart. It can be seen that the average actual stop 
time decreases during the day. An explanation for this could be that drivers want to be quicker 
at the end of the day, because they get closer to the end of the working day and want to finish 
their working day as soon as possible. Unfortunately, the time the order is being delivered is 
not known yet when the stop time is being predicted. An opportunity could be to decrease 
the build-in slack at the end of the day.   
 

 
Figure 19 - Stop time vs. time of day 
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Stop time vs. degree of urbanity 
The addition of the neighborhood data to the stops data created new opportunities to find 
insights and patterns. One insight is found with respect to the degree of urbanity, which 
represents the number of addresses per square kilometer. In Figure 20 below, a bar chart is 
made with the average actual stop time per degree of urbanity. It can be concluded that the 
average stop time at stops in neighborhoods with the highest degree of urbanity is higher than 
for stops in the lower degrees of urbanity. The average stop time in neighborhoods with 
degree of urbanity 1 is 13.3 minutes, where the average stop time for the degrees of urbanity 
3, 4, and 5 are equal to 11.2 minutes. This is already a difference of more than 2 minutes 
between 30.7% of the dataset (degree of urbanity 1) and 45% of the dataset (degree of 
urbanity 3, 4, and 5). An opportunity here arises to include the degree of urbanity of the 
neighborhood of a stop in the stop time estimation.  
 

 
Figure 20 - Stop time vs. degree of urbanity 

Waiting time vs. driver 
Another part of the stop time is the waiting time that the driver logs. This is the time that a 
driver is not busy with loading/unloading of the truck, but is waiting to be able to do that. 
Therefore, it is chosen to plot all the stops with their waiting time and then select all the stops 
that do have a waiting time (Figure 21). When analyzing all the stops that are having a waiting 
time of above 0 minutes in the word wall, it can be seen that in 18.93% of the cases driver 
94701 was the driver to those stops.  
 

 
Figure 21 - Waiting time vs. driver 1 
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After drilling down on all the stops that have a waiting time and selecting driver 94701 it can 
be seen that Driver 94701 is driving for the hired company ‘vt’ in the east of the Netherlands 
(Figure 22 – Top right). To see whether these waiting times mainly occur at certain locations 
and are thus not necessarily caused by the driver, a word wall has been created with locations 
(Figure 22 – Bottom right). From this word wall it can be seen that it is not the case that waiting 
times occur at specific Address Codes. 
 

 
Figure 22 - Waiting time vs. driver 2 

From the insights above, a few questions come up. Is this driver 94701 responsible for those 
waiting times occurring at his stops or is there something else happening? An explanation 
could be that he is one of the only drivers who consistently logs his waiting times, which needs 
to be done manually. If there are agreements with customers about passing through extra 
costs due to waiting times, it could be a big opportunity to get cost reductions or extra 
revenues if drivers start logging there waiting times consistently. 
 
Furthermore, the domain specialist expected that waiting time is occurring because of delivery 
outside window, which would mean that it is the companies’ own mistake. Looking at the 
delivery times and window times a few conclusions can be drawn as well. In Figure 23 below, 
a drilldown is shown of all stops that have a waiting time. These stops are plotted with the 
time they arrived before the window opened (negative means after opening of window) 
against the date. It can be seen that definitely not all the stops with a waiting time were having 
a waiting time caused by an arrival before window opening.  
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Now it still is possible that the arrival occurred after closing of the window. In Figure 24, 
another drill-down has been done to select only the stops with an arrival after the window 
opening. Now, the remaining stops have been plotted with the time they arrived after the 
window closed (negative means before closing of window) against the date. It can be seen 
that there are still a lot of stops (1,716 stops out of a total of 3,070 stops that have a waiting 
time) that log a waiting time, while they arrive within the window. Some questions can be 
asked here which cannot be answered with the data available. Are these waiting times caused 
by the customers? Are the windows still correct? Is the waiting time logged correctly? Here 
arise possibilities for improvement or at least getting better insights into these waiting times.  
Since it is possible to analyze unstructured data, an opportunity could be to let the drivers give 
a description of the reason for the waiting. This could result in a lot of useful insights using a 
word wall, for example.  

 
Figure 23 - Waiting time vs. window 1               Figure 24 - Waiting time vs. window 2 

Waiting time vs. day 
In Figure 25 below, bar charts have been made that show the average waiting time per day in 
a week. It can be seen that the average waiting time on Saturdays is almost double as long as 
the average waiting time on the other working days. After drilling down on all the stops on 
Saturdays that have a waiting time it can be seen that ICI Paris XL is responsible for more than 
40% of the waiting times on Saturdays, which can also be explained by their big share in all 
stops on Saturdays.  
 

 
Figure 25 - Waiting time vs. day and name 
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5.3 Travel time analysis 
In this section, visual exploratory data analysis will be done to find patterns and relations in 
the data, which can result in opportunities for improvement with respect to the travel time 
problem. 

5.3.1 Problem validation 

In this section, the problem itself will be checked to see whether the problem mentioned by 
the company is occurring in real-life. The problem concerning the travel time will be checked 
based on the planned arrival times and the actual arrival times. Differences between the 
actual and planned arrival time are among others caused by problems in the travel time. First, 
the summary view is used to determine the average difference in arrival time (Figure 26). It is 
calculated that the average difference in arrival time is equal to -5.58 minutes, which means 
that actual arrivals are on average 5.58 minutes before the planned arrival time.  
 

 
Figure 26 - Summary of difference in travel time 

To visually analyze the travel time problem, one outlier is left out using the invert selection 
function. This is done to improve the ability to visually analyze different aspects with respect 
to arrival times and travel times. The difference between the selection with and without the 
outlier is shown in Figures 27 and 28 below.  

 
Figure 27 - Deviation in arrival time vs. date (with outlier)            Figure 28 - Deviation in arrival time vs date (without outlier) 

The travel time problem is confirmed in Figures 29 and 30, where the differences in arrival 
time for all the stops are plotted in a scatterplot. First, all early arrivals have been selected 
with the ‘Search and Filter’ function in Iximeer (Figure 30). It can be seen that in 55.1% of all 
arrivals the driver arrived before the planned arrival time. Then, all late arrivals have been 
selected (Figure 29). Here, it can be seen that in 43.7% of all arrivals the driver arrived after 
the planned arrival time. This means that in only 1.2% of the cases the arrival time was 
predicted totally correct. This could also be expected, because exactly predicting the arrival 
time right is very difficult and dependent on a lot of factors. What these factors are, is among 
others what is going to be investigated in the next section. Interesting to note is that a larger 
proportion of the stops arrives earlier than planned than later than planned.  
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When looking at the distribution of the deviation in arrival time (Figure 31) it can be seen that 
it has the shape of a normal distribution with an average deviation in arrival time of -5.63 
minutes and a standard deviation of 66.78 minutes. This means that on average a driver 
arrives 5.63 minute earlier than planned at a client. The huge standard deviation confirms the 
difficulty to predict the right travel time. Furthermore, questions can be asked about how 
reliable the data is for stops that arrive more than two hours early or late, which account for 
5.5% of the whole dataset. Since no grounds for these outliers in the data could be found, 
these stops are not left out of the data for the visual exploration. 
  

 
Figure 31 - Distribution of deviation in arrival time 

5.3.2 Problem exploration 

In this section, the visual data exploration will be done and interesting insights and patterns 
will be shown for the arrival time problem.  
 

Late arrival vs. Maximum sight 
In Figure 32 below, the weather information is used to see whether it has influence on the 
travel time and thus the arrival time indirectly. First, the stops with the least maximum sight 
(VVX) have been selected. The summary is used to find the average deviation in arrival time 
of this selection. The average of the deviation in arrival time is 2.35 minutes, which is 
compared to the average of -5.63 minutes for the whole data set almost 8 minutes higher. A 
logical explanation for these later arrivals could be fog, which makes drivers drive slower.  

Figure 29 - Deviation in arrival time vs. date Figure 30 – Deviation in arrival time vs. date Figure 29 - Deviation in arrival time vs. date 
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Figure 32 - Late arrival vs. VVX 

Analyzing the dates of the selected data it is found out that all these stops with low VVX were 
in January and December. In Figure 33 below a bar chart has been made with the average VVX 
for every month in a year. This has been done to see whether it is true that in general the VVX 
is lower during winter months. It can indeed be seen that for the months January, February, 
March and December the VVX is lowest.  
 

 
Figure 33 - Average VVX per month 

Late arrival vs. Temperature and humidity 
Because of the VVX insight above, an exploration will be done into the influence of low 
temperature with high humidity, which often causes fog (KNMId, 2018), on the arrival time. 
First, a drill down is done on the stops which were having a maximum humidity of 95% or 
higher. Then, a drill down has been done on the lowest day temperatures, which results in 10 
different days is 2017. A quick search on Google for these days, resulted in finding a news 
message about heavy fog causing delays at Amsterdam Schiphol Airport (Nu.nl, 2017), which 
confirms the idea that there was a lot of fog on this day. If we then only select the stops on 
January 23rd and select the ones with the latest arrivals, the map in Figure 34 below can be 
shown, which makes use of the map view in Iximeer. This map view shows all the selected 
stops based on their locations (longitude and latitude data). 
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Figure 34 - Map of low temperatures and high humidity 

In Figure 35 below, the sight in meters on January 23rd is given on a map. When comparing 
the map from Figure 34 with the map from Figure 35 below, it can be seen that places where 
the fog was the worst (red and yellow dots in Figure 35), correspond to the places where late 
arrivals occurred (blue dots in Figure 34). This finding could be an opportunity when predicting 
travel times/arrival times.  
  

 
Figure 35 - Map showing visibility on January 23, 2017 

Late arrival vs. Date 
In Figure 36 below, all stops that have a late arrival, have been selected in the scatterplot. 
Next to the scatterplot, a word wall has been created that shows the occurrences of dates. 
For the selected stops, it can be seen that mostly days in the months December and January 
come up. It could be assumed that travel times on average take longer in those winter months. 
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Figure 36 - Late arrival vs. date 

Because of this assumption, also an analysis of the difference between the actual and planned 
arrival time has been done per month. In Figure 37 below, a bar chart has been created which 
shows the average difference between the actual and planned arrival time per month. It can 
be seen that indeed in December, on average, the latest arrivals occur. Furthermore, it can be 
seen that also the arrivals in September, October, November and January were definitely later 
than in the rest of the year. A short analysis is done in Figure 38, which contains a bar chart 
that shows the amount of orders per month. From this bar chart can be concluded that the 
late arrivals in December are at least not caused by the amount of orders that month.  

 
Figure 37 - Deviation in arrival time per month            Figure 38 - Orders per month 

Late arrival vs. Location 
An exploration whether there is a relation between the location of a stop and whether a stop 
is on time or not gives some interesting insights as well. In Figure 39, Figure 40 and Figure 41 
the stops for respectively the Randstad, Zeeland, and the East of the Netherlands are shown 
and selected in the map view from Iximeer. To analyze the values for the number of stops 
selected and the differences between actual arrival times and planned arrival times of these 
stops, the summary view is used. Strong deviations in the arrival time occur between these 
locations. The Randstad, which accounts for more than 20% of all stops, has an average 
deviation in arrival time of 3 minutes compared to -5.63 minutes for the whole dataset. This 
is a huge difference compared with for example Zeeland and the East, which respectively 
account for 6.9% and 15.0% of the dataset and have an average deviation in the arrival time 
of -20.43 minutes and -15.80 minutes. An opportunity here is to take the location of a stop in 
consideration when determining the planned arrival time for a stop. It has to be acknowledged 
that coordinate data is very specific and difficult to implement in arrival time estimations.  
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Figure 39 - Deviation in arrival vs. location 1 

 
Figure 40 - Deviation in arrival vs. location 2 

 
Figure 41 - Deviation in arrival vs. location 3 

Late arrival vs. Degree of urbanity 
The idea of location having impact on the stop being late or not is also confirmed by Figure 42 
below. This figure shows a bar chart with the average deviation in arrival time per degree of 
urbanity. Where 1 is the highest degree of urbanity and 5 the lowest degree of urbanity. 
Degree of urbanity 0 is for mistakes in the data, probably caused by missing location 
information, and only counts for less than 0.2% of the whole data set. It can be seen that the 
actual arrival times get later relative to the planned arrival time as the degree of urbanity gets 
higher. Because this kind of data is more generic than coordinates, it is an opportunity to take 
the degree of urbanity into account when determining the arrival time.  
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Figure 42 - Deviation in arrival vs. degree of urbanity 

Late arrival vs. planned arrival time 
In Figure 43, a scatterplot is shown where the deviations in arrival times are shown for all the 
stops. The deviations in arrival times have been plotted against the follow number, which 
indicates what number a stop is in a route. So, the higher the follow number, the later the 
stop is done in a route. Based on all these observations a trend line is drawn as well. A slightly 
negative relation can be seen between the follow number and the deviation in arrival time. 
An explanation for this could be that the build in slack adds up at the end of the day and makes 
arrivals come earlier. An opportunity could be to shift the slack a bit more to the beginning to 
be more on time already in the beginning. Still, it needs to be kept in mind that this slight 
negative correlation can also be caused by late arrivals that are not executed anymore on that 
day, because a retail store is already closed for example. This results in missing (mainly late) 
observations at the end of the day. 
 

 
Figure 43 - Deviation in arrival vs. follow number 
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5.4      Resource allocation analysis 
In this section, visual exploratory data analysis will be done to find patterns and relations in 
the data, which can result in opportunities for improvement with respect to the resource 
allocation problem. 

5.4.1 Problem validation 

First, the problem itself will be checked to see whether the problem mentioned by the 
company is occurring in real-life. The problem concerning the resource allocation is caused by 
the uncertainty about the amount of orders for a day. This varying amount of orders every 
day is confirmed in Figure 44 below, which contains a bar chart that shows the number of 
orders per day for the first two months of 2017. It can be seen that for not one day the amount 
of orders is exactly the same, and thus also not the amount of trucks and drivers needed. With 
a quick look, one pattern can already be found. Namely, every fifth day there is a clear drop in 
the amount of orders. In the next section, further exploration into this problem will be done.  
 

 
Figure 44 - Amount of orders per day in a year 

5.4.2 Problem exploration 

In this section, the visual data exploration will be done and interesting insights and patterns 
will be shown for the resource allocation problem.  
 

Amount of orders vs. day 
The presumption that there was a pattern that said that there were less orders every fifth day 
is confirmed in Figure 45. In this figure a bar chart has been created with the amount of orders 
per day in 2017. It appears that, in total, almost half of the amount of orders have been 
delivered on a Monday than on any other working day. This is a clear pattern which could 
definitely be used in the prediction of the amount of orders for a certain day.   
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Figure 45 - Amount of orders per day in a week 

Trucker vs. Day 
Using the bar chart in Figure 45, it can be seen that there were 34,314 stops on a Monday in 
2017. Using the word wall from Figure 45, it can be seen that 32,230 of those stops were 
executed by Van Opzeeland itself. This means that still 2,084 stops were outsourced to 
another trucking company. A question that then arises is why Van Opzeeland outsources to 
other trucking companies on a day that there should be more than enough own trucks and 
drivers. In Figure 46 below, these stops that are outsourced have been selected and shown on 
a map view and a word wall. It can be seen that these are all stops in the neighborhood of 
Groningen and that those stops are executed by trucker ‘por’.  
 

 
Figure 46 - Outsources stops on Mondays 

After contacting the domain specialist, this outsourcing on Mondays is caused by a contract 
with another trucking company that does the distribution for them in Groningen. Van 
Opzeeland drives with a few big trucks to Groningen during the night, after which the other 
company does the distribution.   
 

Orders per day vs. Client 
In Figure 47 below, a bar chart that makes use of two levels of categories is created. This bar 
chart shows the amount of orders per client per day. From this bar chart can be found that 
different clients have different preferences with respect to the day of delivery. KKS, for 
example, does have the most orders on Wednesdays in contrast to most of the other clients 
shown in Figure 47. Patterns and agreements for each client could also be used in the 
prediction of the amount of orders for a day.  
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Figure 47 - Orders per day per client 

OVE vs. Month 
In Figure 48 below, a bar chart has been created that shows the total of OVE per month in 
2017. From this bar chart can be concluded that the amount of orders measured in square 
meters can really differ over the months in a year. This could definitely be considered when 
the amount of trucks needed on a day is being predicted.  
 

 
Figure 48 - OVE per month 

Stops on Saturdays 
Another interesting finding (Figure 49) is that almost all stops that occurred on a Saturday 
occurred at the end of the year. This has been analyzed by selecting all stops occurring on a 
Saturday and then showing a word wall based on the date column. A logical explanation for 
this could be that this is near to the Sinterklaas and Christmas season, where people are 
shopping a lot and more inventory replenishments are needed in the retail stores. Van 
Opzeeland is in the position that they almost always accept orders and is also not able to 
change something about the replenishment systems used by their customers. Leaving the 
cause for this aside, it would at least be good to keep this in mind in the future and make sure 
there are trucks and drivers available on Saturdays at the end of the year.  
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Figure 49 - Stops on Saturdays 
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5.5 Summary of opportunities 
In this section, the opportunities that arise from the insights gained during the visual data 
exploration will be summarized. 

5.5.1 Stop time  

For the stop time problem several opportunities have been found. It was found that the stop 
time increases when the amount of OVE increases and that the stop time is longer if a co-
driver is planned for the stop. Furthermore, it was found out that for a few clients the planned 
stop time differed more from the actual stop time than for others. Addressing only these few 
clients could already lead to big improvements and cost savings. Next, there was a pattern 
found between the time of the day and the actual stop time. This cannot be included in the 
prediction, because the time the order will be delivered is not known yet. An option could be 
to decrease the build-in slack at the end of the day. Furthermore, it was found that the average 
stop times for the different vehicle types and the truckers executing the stops differ a lot as 
well.  
 
It was also found that sometimes a waiting time is part of the stop time as well. Being able to 
predict these waiting times could also help to better estimate the stop times. If there are 
agreements with customers about passing through extra costs due to waiting times, it could 
be a big opportunity to get cost reductions or extra revenues if drivers start logging there 
waiting times consistently. Furthermore, another analysis could be done to see what the 
causes are for those waiting times.  
 
Lastly, it is seen that the degree of urbanity can also have an impact on the stop time. 
Neighborhoods with a higher degree of urbanity have on average a longer stop time. Making 
use of all these factors in a stop time prediction is a huge opportunity for Van Opzeeland to 
tackle their stop time problem. 

5.5.2 Travel time 

For the travel time problem, it was found out that the visibility in terms of fog probably has an 
influence on the chance that an order is being delivered on time. Including weather data for 
the prediction of travel times could thus lead to better arrival time estimations.  Furthermore, 
it was seen that the date on which the order has to be delivered can have influence on the 
travel time as well. On average, more orders were delivered later than planned in the winter 
months, especially in December. Another opportunity could be to include the location in the 
travel time prediction, because it seems that this has a big influence on the deviation between 
the planned arrival time and the actual arrival time. Lastly, it was found that stops with a 
higher follow number were on average delivered earlier than the ones with a lower follow 
number. An opportunity here could be to shift the slack a bit more to the beginning to be more 
on time already in the beginning. 

5.5.3 Resource allocation  

With respect to the resource allocation problem, one clear pattern was found. This was that 
the amount of orders on Mondays is less than on other working days. But this is not the same 
for every client. For some clients, the Monday is even the day with the most orders. The 
combination of day and client can be a good opportunity to use in the prediction of the 
amount of orders for a day. 
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6 Analysis of stop time opportunity 
The visual data exploration in chapter 5 resulted in different insights in the data. Interpreting 
these insights led to various opportunities for Van Opzeeland. The most insights are found 
with respect to the stop time, which is also being considered as the most interesting and 
important problem by Van Opzeeland. In consultation with Van Opzeeland, it has therefore 
been decided that the focus of this chapter will be on the stop time prediction. 
 
To determine the value of the opportunity of better planned stop times, different types of 
stop time predictions have been done. A comparison is made between the way Van Opzeeland 
plans stop times at the moment (benchmark), a stop time prediction that can be done with 
still using the same systems (2-parameter model), and two ways of predicting stop times that 
need changes within the company (multi-parameter model and cubist model). This 
comparison between ways of stop time planning is visualized in Figure 50 below.  

 
Figure 50 - Schematic overview of analysis 

These different predictions will be tested on the dataset which is also used for the visual 
exploratory analysis. This is done by building models on a training set and testing the models 
on a test set. The training and test set are based on random rows from the main dataset. To 
look at the performance of these different predictions and the benchmark, different metrics 
are used. These metrics are the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), the Root Mean Squared Error 
(RMSE), the R-Squared coefficient of determination (R2), under prediction, and over prediction 
(Stanski, Wilson, & Burrows, 1989). The formulas how these metrics are calculated, are 
described below. Furthermore, the predictions have been simulated with random figures for 
ten times to validate the outcome of the metrics. 
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𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∑
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Note: 
n: Number of observations 
yj: jth actual  value of stop time 
𝑦�̂�: jth predicted value of stop time 

�̅�: Mean value of stop time 
 
First, the benchmark will be explained and analyzed. Then, the three different types of stop 
time prediction will be described and analyzed. Next, the results of these prediction types will 
be compared. Lastly, conclusions will be drawn on the values of this opportunity.  
 

6.1 Benchmark 
First, it will be explained how the stop time is being determined and used at the moment 
within Van Opzeeland. The stop time is determined in the planning tool Smartour. In 
Smartour, 14 classes are used, which each have a certain stop time in minutes plus an 
additional amount of time per 1 OVE, also in minutes. Each client is assigned to one of these 
classes and based on the class to which a client belongs and the amount of OVE to be 
delivered, the stop time is predicted. An overview of the classes that are currently used, is 
given in Table 2 below.  

Table 2 - Stop time classes 

Stop time class Fixed stop time (min) Variable stop time per OVE (min) 

1 45 5 

2 20 16 

3 8 2 

4 10 4 

5 12 2 

6 13 2 

7 15 2 

8 20 5 

9 30 2 

10 12 2 

11 15 0 

20 15 15 

21 30 20 

99 0 0 
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Remark needs to be made that for some locations of clients the class has been changed 
manually in the past. Some numbers are given on the client classes of five of the biggest clients 
used for Tuesday August 21 2018 with its belonging amount of OVE in Table 3 below. It can 
indeed be confirmed that some manual changes in the class for some client locations have 
been made in the past. It can also be seen that each client has one main class which accounts 
for the biggest part of the total OVE. These main classes are AMA-5, RC-3, SCA-5, SUR-3, and 
VH-5. It is remarkable that big clients VH and SCA belong to the same class. So, for many stops 
the same parameters are used in the stop time prediction, while they are very different types 
of clients. VH is for example a shoe supplier and SCA a supplier of medical products. It can be 
argued that clients being in the same class is inherent to making classes, but when 99 classes 
are available the assumption that stop times for different clients can be classified as exactly 
the same, could be criticized.   
 

Table 3 - Sample of classes per client 

Client-Class OVE 

AMA-5 86,020 

AMA-9 1,260 

RC-3 310,200 

RC-7 580 

SCA-4 34,200 

SCA-5 216,880 

SUR-3 104,870 

SUR-6 18,820 

SUR-7 650 

SUR-8 7,460 

SUR-9 7,150 

VH-5 276,480 

VH-6 7,920 

VH-7 5,040 

VH-8 13,680 

VH-9 2,160 

 
The planned stop times by Van Opzeeland have been approached in two ways. One way was 
by using the data that was available on planned stop times and the second way was to 
estimate the benchmark by using the client classes that existed. Results on the metrics are 
being calculated for both of these approaches. The results of these two approaches of the 
benchmark are given in Table 4 below.  
 

Table 4 - Metrics for benchmark 

 

Alternative MAE RMSE R2 Under prediction Over prediction Average stop time 

Available 
Benchmark 

8.04 20.98 0.0015 230,365 397,694 14.24 minutes 

Estimated 
Benchmark 

7.88 20.92 0.0072 223,466 392,302 14.26 minutes 
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It can be seen that both benchmarks do not differ much from each other in terms of the 
performance metrics. The Available Benchmark resulting from rewriting of order data to stops 
data performs slightly less good than the Estimated Benchmark resulting from recalculating 
the stop times using the classifications. A MAE of 8.04 minutes, means that on average the 
stop time is planned wrong with 8.04 minutes. This 8.04 minutes can be both under 
predictions and over predictions. Furthermore, it can be seen that the average stop times used 
are 14.24 minutes and 14.26 minutes. This is more than the average of the actual stop time in 
the test dataset which is 12.10 minutes. The numbers of the metrics do not say much yet, 
because it is not known how good other predictions are performing.  
 

6.2 2-Parameter model 
In the current system only 14 stop time classes are used, where there is a maximum of 99 
classes available in the current system. Creating better fitting classes could thus already lead 
to an improvement without making a lot of changes.  
 
Since the classes already exist for a long time and are not specified per client, in this type of 
stop time prediction, each client gets its own class with new determined parameters. Another 
reason to do this is that it was found out that within five of the biggest clients only two 
different classes were used, leaving the small manual changes out. In this type of prediction 
each client gets a fixed stop time plus a variable stop time.  
 
From the visual exploratory analysis it could be concluded that OVE, Co-driver and Client have 
the most interesting patterns regarding the stop time. Since, Co-driver only concerns one 
client, the choice is made to use Client and OVE as the two parameters to be used (Table 5).  
 

Table 5 - Input variables 2-parameter model 

Input variables 

Client 

OVE 

 
The idea behind the prediction model is based on the cubist regression tree (Cran.R-Project, 
2018). This is a tree with a linear regression on each leaf. To create this 2-parameter model, 
the dataset has been split randomly into a training set (65%) and a test set (35%). Then, these 
sets have been split into datasets per customer. Based on these datasets per customer linear 
regressions have been done using OVE as independent variable and stop time as the 
dependent variable. This splitting and regression procedure has been done multiple times to 
validate the accuracy of the model.  
 
The newly obtained stop time classifications, which could directly be implemented at Van 
Opzeeland, are given in Appendix H. The performance metrics for using these stop time 
classifications are given in Table 6 below. 
 

Table 6 - Metrics for 2-Parameter model 

Alternative MAE RMSE R2 Under prediction Over prediction Average stop time 

2-Parameter 
model 

7.39 20.59 0.0385 288,074 288,710 12.10 minutes 
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From the results in Table 6 above different conclusions can be drawn.  First, it can be 
concluded that this type of stop time prediction leads to better results in terms of metrics, 
than the two benchmarks. The 2-parameter model has a Root Mean Squared Error of 20.59 
and a Mean Absolute Error of 7.39 minutes, which is already about 30 seconds more accurate 
per stop than the benchmarks. Furthermore, it can be seen that the average stop time used 
in the 2-parameter model is 12.10 minutes, which is more than 2 minutes less than the 
benchmarks. This can partly be explained by the fact that benchmarks have a much higher 
number for the over prediction than for the under prediction, which means that in any way 
the benchmark prefers being early above being late. A question arises; is under-predicting 
worse than over-predicting? Or the other way around? What is the trade-off between these 
two? The 2-Parameter model does not use a preference and evens this out over both the 
under and over prediction. After communication with Van Opzeeland they can understand the 
shift towards preferring being early, which has probably arisen during the years, and tell that 
it is mostly caused by the level of customer satisfaction that they want to achieve. A fact is 
that the sum of under prediction and over prediction is lower for the 2-parameter model than 
for the benchmarks, which is also represented by the lower MAE. 
 

6.3 Multi-parameter model 
Since in the first model only client and OVE are used as parameters, in this type of stop time 
prediction other parameters are added. Disadvantage of this type is that Smartour is not able 
to handle more than two parameters. For now, after consultation with Van Opzeeland, the 
realistic assumption is made that this could be possible in the future, be it with another tool. 
In this model, the dataset has again been split into a training set (65%) and a test set (35%). 
Next, a linear regression is done with multiple independent variables (Table 7) and the stop 
time as dependent variable. This splitting and regression procedure has been done multiple 
times to validate the accuracy of the model. The results for the parameters to be used in the 
planning are given in Appendix I. How this model scores on the metrics is shown in Table 8 
below.   

Table 7 - Input variables multi-parameter model 

Input variables 

Client 

OVE 

Vrt.Type 

TG 

Dag 

A_bedv 

Trucker 

Ste_oad 

 
Table 8 - Metrics for multi-parameter model 

 

Alternative MAE RMSE R2 Under prediction Over prediction Average stop time 

Multi-parameter 
model 

7.48 20.56 0.0409 291,665 292,166 12.10 minutes 
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From Table 8 above it can be concluded that the MAE and RMSE of the multi-parameter model 
are lower and thus better than the MAE and RMSE of both the benchmarks. It is surprising 
that the MAE for the multi-parameter model is higher than the MAE (7.39) for the 2-parameter 
model. This is an unexpected result, because more independent variables have been included, 
which were expected to have influence on the stop time. One reason for this unexpected 
outcome could be, that in this prediction type the data has not been split based on customers 
and thus parameters per variable are created for the whole dataset and not for clients specific. 
This difference is explained in the following small example. The time needed for 1 OVE of 
fragile goods can be more than the time needed for 1 OVE of cloths in boxes.  
 

6.4 Cubist model 
In the third type of stop time determination, the prediction of the stop time will happen using 
a machine learning system outside Smartour. The data could then for example be exported to 
the prediction tool and after prediction imported to the planning tool again with only the 
predicted stop time added to the data. This leads to certain performance which will probably 
increase with each extra data point that gets available, because it is a machine learning 
system.  
 
The machine learning system applied is the Cubist regression model (Rulequest, 2018). The 
Cubist regression model is a supervised machine learning algorithm, which has the ability to 
keep insights in the coefficients used. This is preferred, because these coefficients can then be 
used in the planning tool. The purpose of machine learning is that it gives computers the ability 
to continuously learn from the data without additional programming. The Cubist regression 
model is a rule based model and is an extension of the M5 model tree by Quinlan (1992).  
 
The M5 model tree is a specific regression tree which other than other regression trees makes 
use of multivariate linear models on the leafs instead of values on the leafs. The advantage of 
the M5 model tree over normal regression trees is that a model tree is generally smaller than 
a regression tree and that it is proven to be more accurate (Quinlan, 1992).  
 
The extension of Cubist with respect to the normal M5 model tree is the addition of neighbors 
and committees.  When using neighbors the predicted value is not calculated using only the 
model of the leaf to which the data point belongs, but using a combination of the model’s 
prediction and the target values of the ‘n’ nearest neighbors in the training set. The value of 
‘n’ can be between 1 and 9.   
 
A committee model consists of a number of members; separate rule-based models. Every 
committee member calculates a prediction which tries to minimize the error of the previous 
member and then the predictions are averaged. A little example how this works: the first 
member’s model is exactly the same model as it would be without committees. Then, the 
second member’s model tries to correct the error of the first member’s model, the third 
member’s model corrects the second member’s model and so on.  
 
To find the optimal number of neighbors and committees several combinations of neighbors 
and committees have been used on the training set to find the one with the smallest RMSE, 
see Figure 51. It can be seen that the Cubist model with 0 neighbors (called instances in Figure 
51) scores the best with respect to RMSE for all the different numbers of committees. 
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Furthermore, it can be seen that 50 and 100 committees score about the same on the RMSE. 
To see which one is better, Table 9 is introduced, which contains the real numbers for the 
RMSE. Looking at the real numbers for the RMSE in Table 9, it can be seen that 100 committees 
scores only 0.00001 better than 50 committees. Therefore is decided, that 50 committees will 
be used because that saves much computation time.  After calculating the optimal number of 
neighbors and committees, these numbers can be used to calculate the predictions and their 
belonging errors for the Cubist model. Results are given in Table 10 below. 
 

 
Figure 51 - Cubist optimization 

Table 9 - Cubist optimization numbers 

Committees Neighbors RMSE 

1 0 20.56933 

1 1 25.44172 

1 5 21.36697 

1 9 20.84174 

10 0 20.48126 

10 1 25.45921 

10 5 21.2805 

10 9 20.75151 

50 0 20.47943 

50 1 25.46073 

50 5 21.27581 

50 9 20.74924 

100 0 20.47942 

100 1 25.45581 

100 5 21.27798 

100 9 20.74939 
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Table 10 - Metrics for cubist model 

 

From Table 10 above it can be concluded that the MAE and RMSE of the Cubist model score 
better than the MAE and RMSE from the benchmarks and the two other prediction types 
mentioned earlier. The cubist regression also scores better on the total of over and under 
prediction, but has a little preference for being late instead of being early. This is also reflected 
by the average predicted stop time, which is lower than the actual average stop time of 12.10 
minutes. A deep research into costs of being late versus costs being early needs to be done to 
find out the trade-off between under and over prediction. Little research shows that if the 
with the cubist model predicted stop times are increased with 2 minutes, the results for the 
under and over prediction are lower than the benchmark and the average stop time is still 30 
seconds shorter. This would mean that customer satisfaction would not suffer from this 30 
seconds at all.  
 

6.5 Comparison between predictions and benchmarks 
In Table 11 below, an overview is given of the scores on the five metrics for each benchmark 
and prediction model. It can be seen that the cubist model scores the best on 5 of the 6 
metrics. The only metric where the cubist model does not score the best result is the sum of 
under prediction. The Estimated Benchmark outperforms all predictions on this metric (reason 
for this is given in section 6.4 above).  
 

Table 11 - Comparison between predictions and benchmarks 

 

6.6 Value of opportunity 
In this section, the value created for Van Opzeeland due to better stop time predictions will 
be estimated in monetary terms. To do this, the prediction model with its parameters needs 
to be chosen first. Not one, but two prediction models have been chosen. The 2-parameter 
model is chosen because it already improves the stop time prediction and does not require 
much effort to implement. It has a MAE of 7.39 minutes and an average stop time prediction 
of 12.10 minutes. The cubist model is chosen because it leads to best stop time prediction and 
thus the most potential cost reduction. This prediction type has a MAE of 7.22 minutes and an 
average predicted stop time of 11.78 minutes. Then, the average stop time of the benchmark 
needs to be used as well. Because two benchmarks have been approximated, the average of 
these two benchmarks will be taken. This results in an average stop time of the benchmark of 
14.25 minutes. This means that in the new models, the predicted stop times are on average 
2.15 minutes (2-parameter model) and 2.47 minutes (cubist model) shorter. A short summary 
on the parameters per model is given in Table 12 below.  

Alternative MAE RMSE R2 Under prediction Over prediction Average stop time 

Cubist model 7.22 20.49 0.0472 294,190 269,469 11.78 minutes 

Alternative MAE RMSE R2 Under prediction Over prediction Average stop time 

Available 
Benchmark 

8.04 20.98 0.0015 230,365 397,694 14.24 minutes 

Estimated 
Benchmark 

7.88 20.92 0.0072 223,466 392,302 14.26 minutes 

2-Parameter 
model 

7.39 20.59 0.0385 288,074 288,710 12.10 minutes 

Multi-parameter 
model 

7.48 20.56 0.0409 291,665 292,166 12.10 minutes 

Cubist model 7.22 20.49 0.0472 294,190 269,469 11.78 minutes 
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Table 12 - Parameters per model 

 
 
 
 
 
Next, the values of these better predictions have to be determined. First of all, it has to be 
acknowledged that the exact routing algorithm is needed to exactly calculate the value of the 
opportunity. Since, this is not within the scope of this thesis the values of these predictions 
will be approximated in two other ways, which are assumed to be good representations of the 
reality. One way (simple value estimation) is to calculate an upper bound for the absolute gain 
in terms of average time won per stop, and thus relating this time won to reducing costs in 
resources (trucks and drivers). Another way to calculate value of this better prediction of stop 
times (realistic value estimation), is to see in how many cases this better prediction in the end 
also leads to one or more extra stops possible per trip. Lastly, the value of these better stop 
time estimations can also be related to non-monetary gains in terms of better customer 
satisfaction and also drivers experiencing less stress due to better a planning. This last value 
will not be explained further into detail. 

6.6.1 Simple value estimation 

In this value estimation the cost reduction is approximated in terms of average time won per 
stop. This time won is then used to reduce costs in resources (trucks and drivers). This is an 
upper bound for the estimation of cost reduction, because it assumes that each minute won 
also pays back in monetary terms. Assuming lower average stop times of 2.15 minutes (2-
Parameter model) and 2.47 minutes (cubist model) per stop and a total of 279,036 stops in 
2017, a calculation leads to reductions in resource usages of 599,927 minutes and 689,219 
minutes for the 2-Parameter model and the cubist model, respectively. In consultation with 
the domain specialist at Van Opzeeland, it is assumed that a truck with a driver costs 
approximately €35 per hour. This is also used when other processes are being analyzed within 
Van Opzeeland. Using this €35 per hour, this could lead to total cost reductions of either 
€349,958 (2-Parameter model) or €402,044 (cubist model) in a year. Important numbers for 
this simple estimation are summarized per model in Table 13 below.  
 

Table 13 - Summary simple value estimation per model 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.6.2 Realistic value estimation 

To estimate the value in terms extra stops per trip a code has been written in R. Important 
numbers used for the realistic value estimation are given in Table 14. The average stop times 
and times won per stop result from the corresponding models. The average travel time per 
stop and the average number of stops per trip have been calculated using an order and trip 

Parameter 2-parameter model Cubist model 

MAE (min.) 7.39 7.22 

Mean Stop Time (min.) 12.10 11.78 

Time won / stop (min.) 2.15 2.47  

 
2-parameter model Cubist model 

Time won / stop (min.) 2.15 2.47  

Number of stops in 2017 279,036 279,036 

Time won in resource usage (min.) 599,927 689,219  

Time won in resource usage (hours) 9,999 11,487 

Cost of resources per hour (€) 35 35 

Cost reductions (€) 349,958 402,044 
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dataset from between January 2016 and April 2016 (Appendix K), which is not exactly the 
same period, but is assumed to be a realistic approximation.  
 
For every day in 2017 it has been checked how many trips there are and how many stops each 
of these trips contains. Based on this amount of stops in a trip, the time needed for these 
stops is decreased by the time won per stop times the number of stops. Then, using the 
average stop time and average travel time per stop, it is checked how many stops 
hypothetically could be done extra during these trips. Next, the total amount of extra stops 
that can be done on a day are summed, divided by the average number of stops in a trip and 
rounded down. This results in the amount trips that can be saved on a day. This is done on 
each day and leads to a total of 732 trips in 2017 for the 2-Parameter model and 885 trips in 
2017 for the cubist model.  
 

To estimate the costs for a trip, a calculator of a trucking company that estimates the costs of 
outsourcing a trip to them is used (De Transporters, 2018). Trip 10553821 (5.82 OVE ≈ 6 EURO 
pallets) has been used and results in an estimated price of €478 (Appendix J). Furthermore, it 
is calculated that a trip takes on average 541 minutes, which is based on the trip dataset from 
Appendix K. Therefore, it is assumed that a trip is about 9 hours. Based on these 9 hours and 
the before mentioned €35 per hour for a truck and a driver, this would result in a cost for truck 
and driver of €315 per trip. Based on the outsourcing example (€478) and the estimated costs 
of a trip (€315), a cost of €350 is assumed to be the average total price for a trip. 732 times 
these trip costs would result in a total cost reduction of €256,200 in 2017 for the 2-Parameter 
model.  885 times these trip costs would result in a total cost reduction of €309,750 in 2017 
for the cubist model. It needs to be kept in mind that these predictions use tighter stop times 
than previously, but this is justified by not higher but even lower MAE and RMSE than before.  
 

Table 14 - Summary realistic value estimation per model 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.7 Summary 
In this chapter, opportunities found during the visual exploration in Chapter 5 have been used 
in prediction models to improve the stop time problem mentioned in Chapter 3. Different stop 
time predictions have been done, differing in complexity of implementation. Two prediction 
models were performing better than the benchmark and have been analyzed in two ways in 
terms of value. The 2-parameter model, which is not complex to implement, can already lead 
to a cost reduction of between €256,200 and €349,958 per year. The cubist model, which 
makes use of cubist regression and is more complex to implement, can lead to a reduction of 
between €309,750 and €402,044 per year. It needs to be kept in mind that these predictions 
use tighter stop times than previously, but this is justified by not higher but even lower MAE 
and RMSE.   

 
2-parameter model Cubist model 

Average stop time (min.) 12.10 11.78 

Average travel time (min.) 17.75 17.75  

Time won / stop (min.) 2.15 2.47  

Average number of stops per trip 14 14 

Average total time per trip (min.) 541 541 

Number of trips saved in 2017 732 885 

Costs per trip (€) 350 350 

Cost reductions (€) 256,200 309,750 
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7 Conclusion. 
In this chapter, a conclusion will be drawn with respect to the research questions. 
Furthermore, the limitations of this thesis and suggestions for further research will be 
discussed.  
 

7.1 Research questions 
The aim of this thesis was to use visual data exploration to find opportunities for the use of 
data within Van Opzeeland and to quantify the value of these opportunities in terms of time 
and consequently money. Therefore, the following research questions have been answered. 
 

Research question 1: “Which techniques for applying visual exploratory data analytics exist?” 
 

Research question one was to  has been answered by doing an extensive literature study. This 
literature study resulted in an overview of the existing visual exploratory techniques and tools. 
After the comparison of the different visualization techniques and tools, it is concluded that, 
in general, tools perform better on exploration. This is mainly caused by the fact that tools 
combine different techniques in an interactive way. Two visualization tools performed the 
best on the combination of usability and exploration. These tools are Spotfire and Iximeer.  
 

Research question 2: “Which problems or questions exist in the truck transportation 
industry?” 
 

Relating to research question two, five different problems were found within Van Opzeeland. 
These problems were related to the stop time, the travel time, the resource allocation, the 
physical supply of orders and the time windows. Since the first three problems are considered 
as having the most impact on the company and being the most important for Van Opzeeland, 
these problems have been the focus in this thesis. The other two problems have been kept in 
mind during the analysis, but not analyzed on themselves. The stop time problem and the 
travel time problem are related to the route planning of trucks. While making the planning for 
a truck, the travel times and stop times at customers need to be estimated. Deviations 
between planned and actual stop and travel times can cause troubles for the rest of the 
execution of the planning. The resource allocation problem mainly concerns the amount of 
trucks and drivers needed for the next day. Orders for the next day can come in until 11PM, 
but at 6PM on that same day a decision needs to be made on how much trucks are going to 
be scheduled. An estimation then needs to be done on how many orders there will be at 11PM 
in the evening. Deviations between the actual amount and the predicted amount of orders at 
11PM, can result in under or over capacity of trucks and drivers. 
 

Research question 3: “Which visual exploratory techniques can be used to analyze which 
problems in the transportation sector? Apply the techniques to the problems.” 
 

To answer research question three, data was collected from different sources. This resulted 
in a main dataset that contains information on stops. Different sources of data have been 
added to this dataset. These were location data, neighborhood data, and weather data. In the 
end, this resulted in a final stops dataset containing 150 columns and 279,037 rows, which is 
around 1,000 stops per day. This dataset was then used to do the visual exploratory data 
analysis. Different visualization techniques have been applied to the different problems to find 
opportunities for those problems. Many opportunities have been found. An example of an 
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interesting insights is that both the stop time and the travel time seem to increase if the stop 
occurs in a region with a higher degree of urbanity.   
 

Research question 4: “What is the potential value of applying visual exploratory techniques to 
transportation-related problems?” 
 

Together with the domain specialist at Van Opzeeland it was decided that the fourth research 
question will focus on the stop time problem. Based on the opportunities found during the 
visual exploration, different kinds of predictions have been made for the stop time, which 
have been compared with the current used stop times. Based on the measures for 
improvement, the value of these better predictions have been determined in two different 
ways. One prediction type, which is not complex to implement, can already lead to a cost 
reduction of between €256,200 and €349,958 per year. The other prediction type, which 
makes use of cubist regression and is more complex to implement, can lead to a reduction of 
between €309,750 and €402,044 per year. It needs to be kept in mind that these predictions 
use tighter stop times than previously, but this is justified by not higher but even lower MAE 
and RMSE.  
 
Since it is inevitable that estimations for the stop and travel times need to be included in the 
route planning, it can be noted that the stop and travel time problems are general problems 
occurring in the transportation sector. It can be concluded that applying the right visual 
exploratory techniques to these problems, can lead to interesting insights and consequently 
opportunities for transportation companies. The case study at Van Opzeeland is an example 
that shows that improvements in transportation companies’ efficiencies can be made, using 
different insights and opportunities following from visual exploratory data analytics. 
 

7.2 Limitations 
Due to different assumptions, the research also has limitations. First of all, during the data 
cleaning and preprocessing phase, observations have been left out. This was done because 
the sample was of sufficient size, but can off course cause a bias. During this phase, location 
data has been based on postal codes (PC6) and not the precise house numbers. A little 
deviation in location can occur here. Also, actual weather data have been implemented, but, 
if weather data has to be included in predictions, weather predictions are needed. 
Furthermore, only Iximeer has been used during the visual exploration. Since, this tool 
contains so many different techniques found in the literature study and knowledge on how to 
use this tool to its fullest extent is within SynerScope, Iximeer was considered to be 
appropriate for this research. Despite that, it is recognized that techniques not included in the 
research could have let to other interesting insights as well. Lastly, the value estimation is 
based on an educated guess, which is mostly used by Van Opzeeland, and one practical 
example. In-house research into the real costs of a truck and a driver could lead to better 
estimates for the potential cost reductions of this research. 
 

7.3 Future research 
Future research resulting from this thesis can focus on several topics. A very interesting topic 
is to research the gap between the visual data exploration and the use of the results following 
from this exploration in the optimization of business processes. These are two very separate 
processes and an opportunity would be to bring these closer to each other. Other interesting 
topics for future research would be to investigate the trade-off between under prediction and 
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over prediction of the stop time and to investigate the difference between the use of actual 
and predicted weather data. Lastly, in the perspective of Van Opzeeland, it could be relevant 
to find appropriate data sources to also analyze the problems concerning the physical supply 
of orders and the time windows.  
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A – Order data set Van Opzeeland 
 

Column name Type Description 

Order Integer Unique identifier for the order 

Client String Abbreviation of Client for which order has to 
be delivered 

Adr Code Integer Unique code for address  

Fil String Affiliate to which order has to be delivered 

Naam String Name of customer to which order has to be 
delivered 

Adres String Street and number of delivery address 

PC String Postal code of the delivery address 

Plaats String City where order needs to be delivered 

Datum Date Date on which order has to delivered 

Dag String Day between 1-7 on which order needs to be 
delivered 

Week Integer Week number between 1-52 on which order 
needs to be delivered 

Ritnr Integer Number of the trip to which the order belongs 

Volg nr Integer Gives indication of position of order in route 

Trucker String Trucking company that is delivering the order 

Type String Type of the order, for example distribution or 
retour 

Land String Country in which order has to be delivered 

Van Time Start of delivery window 

Tot Time End of delivery window 

OVE Double Square meters truck loading floor needed for 
order 

Plan ak Time Planned time of arrival of order 

Stop tijd Integer The planned stop time at the customer 

Los tijd Integer The actual stop time at the customer 

Start tijd Time Actual arrival time at customer 

Eind tijd Time Actual departure time at customer 

Start wachttijd Time Start time of waiting at customer 

Eind wachttijd Time End time of waiting at customer 

Bijrijder String Co-driver during the delivery of the order 

Colli Integer Number of packages in an order 

Rc Integer Amount of roll containers in the order 

Pall Integer Amount of pallets in the order 

Vrt Type String Type of the vehicle with which the order is 
delivered 

CHAUFFEUR Integer ID of the driver 

Starttijd < Van tijd  Empty Start time is earlier than window opening 
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Starttijd > Tot tijd Empty Start time is later than window closing 

Over schrijding Empty Empty 

Marge 15 min Empty Empty 

Overschr 15-30 min Empty Empty 

Overschr > 30 min Empty Empty 

Voor 9:00 Empty Empty 

VOERTUIG_TYPE_MINIMAAL Integer Vehicle type minimally required 

VOERTUIG_TYPE_MAXIMAAL Integer Vehicle type maximally required 

X_COORDINATE Integer  X coordinate of location 

Y_COORDINATE Integer Y coordinate of location 

 

Appendix B – Postal code dataset 
 

Column name Type Description 

PostcodeID Integer Identifier for postal code 

PostCodePK String Unique postal codes 

PostCode String Postal code 

PostcodeNummers Integer First four digits of postal code 

PostcodeLetters String Last two letters of postal code 

Straat String Street name 

MinNummer Integer Minimum street number belonging to postal 
code 

MaxNummer Integer Maximum street number belonging to postal 
code 

Plaats String City name 

Gemeente String Municipality 

Provincie String Province 

Latitude Double Latitude coordinate 

Longitude Double Longitude coordinate 

 

Appendix C – Neighborhood and district dataset 
 

Variable  Type Description 

gwb_code_10 String Township identifier 

gwb_code_8 Integer District identifier 

regio  String Region 

gm_naam  String Township 

recs String Kind of region 

gwb_code  String Identifier for region 

ind_wbi  Integer Changes regarding last year 

Bevolking   Population 

a_inw Integer Number of inhabitants 

a_man Integer Number of men 

a_vrouw  Integer Number of women 

a_00_14  Integer Number of people 0-15 years old 

a_15_24  Integer Number of people 15-25 years old 
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a_25_44  Integer Number of people 25-45 years old 

a_45_64  Integer Number of people 45-65 years old 

a_65_oo  Integer Number of people 65+ years old 

a_ongeh  Integer Number of unmarried people 

a_gehuwd  Integer Number of married people 

a_gesch  Integer Number of divorced people 

a_verwed  Integer Number of widowed people 

a_w_all  Integer Number of western people 

a_nw_all  Integer Number of non-western people 

a_marok  Integer Number of Moroccans 

a_antaru  Integer Number of people from Netherlands Antilles and Aruba 

a_suri  Integer Number of Surinamese people 

a_tur  Integer Number of Turkish people 

a_ov_nw  Integer Number of other non-western people 

a_geb  Integer Number of people born 

p_geb  Integer Number of people born per 1000 inhabitants 

a_ste  Integer Number of people died 

p_ste  Integer Number of people died per 1000 inhabitants 

a_hh  Integer Number of households  

a_1p_hh  Integer Number of single-person households 

a_hh_z_k  Integer Number of households without children 

a_hh_m_k  Integer Number of households with children 

g_hhgro Double  Average number of people in household 

bev_dich  Integer Population density [number of inhabitants per km2] 

Wonen   Live 

a_woning  Integer Number of houses 

g_woz  Integer Average value of houses [x 1 000 euro] 

p_1gezw  Integer Percentage single-family house 

p_mgezw  Integer Percentage multi-family house 

p_bewndw  Integer Percentage inhabited 

p_leegsw Integer Percentage uninhabited 

p_koopw  Integer Percentage of owner-occupied properties 

p_huurw  Integer Percentage of rental properties 

p_wcorpw  Integer Percentage of properties owned by housing corporation 

p_ov_hw  Integer Percentage of properties owned by other landlords 

p_e_o_w Integer Percentage of properties with unknown owner 

p_bjj2k  Integer Percentage of properties build before 2000 

p_bjo2k 2000  Integer Percentage of properties build after 2000 

Energie   Energy 

g_ele  Integer Average total electricity consumption [kWh] 

g_ele_ap  Integer Apartment [kWh] 

g_ele_tw  Integer Little house [kWh] 

g_ele_hw  Integer Corner house [kWh] 

g_ele_2w  Integer Two-under-one-roof house [kWh] 

g_ele_vw Integer Separate house [kWh] 

g_ele_hu  Integer Rental home [kWh] 
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g_ele_ko  Integer Own home [kWh] 

g_gas  Integer Average gas consumption total [m3] 

g_gas_ap  Integer Apartment [m3] 

g_gas_tw  Integer Little house [m3] 

g_gas_hw  Integer Corner house [m3] 

g_gas_2w  Integer Two-under-one-roof house [m3] 

g_gas_vw  Integer Separate house [m3]  

g_gas_hu  Integer Rental home [m3] 

g_gas_ko  Integer Own home [m3] 

p_stadsv  Integer Percentage of homes with district heating 

Inkomen   Income 

a_inkont  Integer Number of income recipients 

g_ink_po Integer Average income per income recipient [x 1 000 euro] 

g_ink_pi  Integer Average income per inhabitant [x 1 000 euro] 

p_ink_li  Integer Percentage of total income of 40% of people with the 
lowest income 

p_ink_hi  Integer Percentage of total income of 10% of people with the 
highest income 

p_n_act  Integer Percentage of active people in household 15-75 years 

p_hh_li  Integer Percentage of total income of 40% of households with the 
lowest income 

p_hh_hi  Integer Percentage of total income of 20% of households with the 
highest income 

p_hh_lkk  Integer Percentage of total income of households with a low 
income 

p_hh_osm  Integer Percentage of total income of households with income 
around or below social minimum 

Sociale zekerheid   Social security 

a_soz_wb  Integer Number of people in assistance scheme 

a_soz_ao  Integer Number of people incapacitated law 

a_soz_ww  Integer Number of people unemployment law 

a_soz_ow  Integer Number of people in old age pensions act 

Bedrijfsvestigingen, 
SBI 2008  

 Business locations 

a_bedv  Integer Number of business locations 

a_bed_a  Integer Agriculture, forestry and fishing 

a_bed_bf  Integer Industry and energy 

a_bed_gi  Integer Trade and catering 

a_bed_hj  Integer Transport, information and communication 

a_bed_kl  Integer Financial services, real estate 

a_bed_mn  Integer Business services 

a_bed_ru  Integer Culture, recreation, other services 

Motorvoertuigen   Motor vehicles 

a_pau Integer Total number of passenger cars 

a_lftj6j  Integer Passenger cars younger than 6 years 

a_lfto6j  Integer Passenger cars older than 6 years 
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a_bst_b  Integer Passenger cars; fuel gasoline 

a_bst_nb  Integer Passenger cars; fuel other 

g_pau_hh Double Passenger cars per household 

g_pau_km  Integer Passenger cars [per km2] 

a_m2w: 
Motorfietsen  

Integer Number of motorbikes 

Voorzieningen   Services 

g_afs_hp Integer Average distance to general practice [km] 

g_afs_gs  Integer Average distance to large supermarket [km] 

g_afs_kv  Integer Average distance to nursery [km] 

g_afs_sc  Integer Average distance to school [km] 

g_3km_sc  Integer Average amount of schools within 3 km 

Oppervlakte   Area 

a_opp_ha  Integer Total area [ha] 

a_lan_ha  Integer Area land [ha] 

a_wat_ha  Integer Area water [ha] 

Postcode   Postal code 

pst_mvp  Integer Most common zip code 

pst_dekp  Integer Coverage percentage of most common zip code: 1: > 90, 2: 
81-90%, 3: 71-80%, 4: 61-70% 
5: 51-60, 6: < 50%  

Stedelijkheid   Urbanity 

ste_mvs Integer Degree of urbanity: 1: very strong urban> = 2500 
addresses per km², 2: strong urban 1500 - 2500 addresses 
per km², 3: moderately urban 1000 - 1500 addresses per 
km², 4: few urban 500 - 1000 addresses per km², 5: non-
urban <500 addresses per km² 

ste_oad  Integer Address density [per km2] 

 

Appendix D – Region identifiers 
 

Column name Type Description 

PC6 String Postal code 

Huisnummer Integer Number within postal code 

Buurt2017 Integer Unique identifier for neighborhood 

Wijk2017 Integer Unique identifier for district 

Gem2017 Integer Unique identifier for township 

 

Appendix E – Weather dataset 
 

Column name Type Description 

STN Integer Identifier of location 

YYYYMMDD Integer Date identified by integer 

Datum Date Date on which weather is measured 

FG Integer Daily mean wind speed (in 0.1 m/s) 
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TG Integer Daily mean temperature in (0.1 degrees Celsius) 

TN Integer Minimum temperature (in 0.1 degrees Celsius) 

TNH Integer Hourly division in which TN was measured 

TX Integer Maximum temperature (in 0.1 degrees Celsius) 

TXH Integer Hourly division in which TX was measured 

DR Integer Precipitation duration (in 0.1 hour) 

RH Integer Daily precipitation amount (in 0.1 mm) (-1 for <0.05 mm) 

RHX Integer Maximum hourly precipitation amount (in 0.1 mm) (-1 for <0.05 
mm) 

RHXH Integer Hourly division in which RHX was measured 

VVN Integer Minimum visibility; 0: <100 m, 1:100-200 m, 2:200-300 m,..., 
49:4900-5000 m, 50:5-6 km, 56:6-7 km, 57:7-8 km,..., 79:29-30 km, 
80:30-35 km, 81:35-40 km,..., 89: >70 km) 

VVNH Integer Hourly division in which VVN was measured 

VVX Integer Maximum visibility; 0: <100 m, 1:100-200 m, 2:200-300 m,..., 
49:4900-5000 m, 50:5-6 km, 56:6-7 km, 57:7-8 km,..., 79:29-30 km, 
80:30-35 km, 81:35-40 km,..., 89: >70 km) 

VVXH Integer Hourly division in which VVX was measured 

UG Integer Daily mean relative atmospheric humidity (in percents) 

UX Integer Maximum relative atmospheric humidity (in percents) 

UXH Integer Hourly division in which UX was measured 

UN Integer Minimum relative atmospheric humidity (in percents) 

UNH Integer Hourly division in which UN was measured 

EV24 Integer Potential evapotranspiration (Makkink) (in 0.1 mm) 

 

Appendix F – Weather measurement locations 
 

Column name Type Description 

Gemeente Integer Township code 

Longitude Double Longitude coordinate 

Latitude Double Latitude coordinate 

Altitude Double Height in meters 

Name String Name of township 
 

Appendix G – Weather dataset for all locations 
 

Column name Type Description 

STN Integer Identifier of location 

YYYYMMDD Integer Date identified by integer 

Datum Date Date on which weather is measured 

FG Integer Daily mean wind speed (in 0.1 m/s) 

TG Integer Daily mean temperature in (0.1 degrees Celsius) 

TN Integer Minimum temperature (in 0.1 degrees Celsius) 

TNH Integer Hourly division in which TN was measured 

TX Integer Maximum temperature (in 0.1 degrees Celsius) 
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TXH Integer Hourly division in which TX was measured 

DR Integer Precipitation duration (in 0.1 hour) 

RH Integer Daily precipitation amount (in 0.1 mm) (-1 for <0.05 mm) 

RHX Integer Maximum hourly precipitation amount (in 0.1 mm) (-1 for <0.05 
mm) 

RHXH Integer Hourly division in which RHX was measured 

VVN Integer Minimum visibility; 0: <100 m, 1:100-200 m, 2:200-300 m,..., 
49:4900-5000 m, 50:5-6 km, 56:6-7 km, 57:7-8 km,..., 79:29-30 km, 
80:30-35 km, 81:35-40 km,..., 89: >70 km) 

VVNH Integer Hourly division in which VVN was measured 

VVX Integer Maximum visibility; 0: <100 m, 1:100-200 m, 2:200-300 m,..., 
49:4900-5000 m, 50:5-6 km, 56:6-7 km, 57:7-8 km,..., 79:29-30 km, 
80:30-35 km, 81:35-40 km,..., 89: >70 km) 

VVXH Integer Hourly division in which VVX was measured 

UG Integer Daily mean relative atmospheric humidity (in percents) 

UX Integer Maximum relative atmospheric humidity (in percents) 

UXH Integer Hourly division in which UX was measured 

UN Integer Minimum relative atmospheric humidity (in percents) 

UNH Integer Hourly division in which UN was measured 

EV24 Integer Potential evapotranspiration (Makkink) (in 0.1 mm) 

 

Appendix H – New stop time classifications 2-Parameter model 
 

Client Fixed Per OVE 
KR 8.17 2.35 

VERB 9.20 2.58 

SNK 12.30 0.95 

LFE 7.08 4.55 

TAK 9.55 4.08 

RC 7.19 2.41 

VH 14.18 1.03 

SCA 9.83 1.98 

BEV 12.40 0.70 

SUR 12.20 1.27 

IPXL 13.82 1.53 

FP 7.07 2.75 

LAR 6.66 4.16 

JA 8.59 1.00 

AMA 7.50 1.94 

RAD 11.86 9.96 

KKS 8.68 2.41 

FL 5.29 4.97 

ALR 14.22 1.35 

KI 9.74 2.80 

NER 7.10 2.36 

JPT 7.51 1.87 
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ESP 14.92 2.62 

HOG 9.58 2.15 

BM 9.80 3.44 

VFL 10.20 2.78 

HB 10.11 2.25 

SWG 11.34 -0.37 

BE 4.58 1.64 

IPXLM 5.18 9.26 

TPC 9.15 1.32 

BASIS 9.91 -0.97 

CB 7.36 2.55 

ZUID 8.24 5.79 

MLO 5.74 3.83 

YARI 14.18 0.33 

XENOS 6.35 2.24 

KUI 2.24 4.13 

ZARA 11.36 3.15 

KV 17.27 -0.16 

ITAB 4.98 3.41 

NABT 9.73 2.45 

NABR 3.39 3.01 

JLN 6.96 1.07 

HM 10.48 2.44 

FEC 11.25 -2.55 

FLA -4.90 14.13 

SS 7.60 1.06 

GEF -17.73 31.67 

OPZEE 6.09 0.79 

KIN 7.05 0.21 

RIJ 14.50 0.00 

MPW 6.54 0.05 

HR 18.61 2.80 

KIK 34.24 1.48 

KIV 5.01 9.23 

PAT 5.12 2.36 

BER 5.93 3.09 

HS 17.16 -262.38 

BAXL 10.61 3.89 

BRTC 9.04 0.26 

ISB 8.38 6.47 

ZAN 7.50 2.71 

KUP 1.00 0.00 

NABRDC 12.07 0.00 
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Appendix I – Coefficients multi-parameter model 
 

Coefficients 

(Intercept) 8.668857 

ClientAMA -1.51396 

ClientBASIS -2.18441 

ClientBAXL -1.26232 

ClientBE -5.62618 

ClientBER -1.4403 

ClientBEV -0.06764 

ClientBM 1.1765 

ClientBRTC -2.81072 

ClientCB 2.025646 

ClientESP 5.809786 

ClientFEC -3.90834 

ClientFL 0.104434 

ClientFLA 0.840932 

ClientFP -1.76464 

ClientGEF -3.27535 

ClientHB 1.046811 

ClientHM 1.533493 

ClientHOG 0.083964 

ClientHR 8.569023 

ClientHS -0.15562 

ClientIPXL 4.024206 

ClientIPXLM 3.082184 

ClientISB 6.334352 

ClientITAB -3.39515 

ClientJA -1.92227 

ClientJLN -3.66916 

ClientJPT -2.29081 

ClientKI 1.177437 

ClientKIK 4.88367 

ClientKIN -1.37662 

ClientKIV 6.168225 

ClientKKS -0.74081 

ClientKR -0.7868 

ClientKUI -1.79698 

ClientKUP -10.6927 

ClientKV -2.9649 

ClientLAR -0.9536 

ClientLFE 0.770015 

ClientMLO -2.08621 

ClientMPW -5.85654 

ClientNABR -5.18097 
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ClientNABRDC 5.902624 

ClientNABT -0.36985 

ClientNER -2.46788 

ClientOPZEE -6.00401 

ClientPAT -3.15735 

ClientRAD 11.03429 

ClientRC -2.13286 

ClientRIJ -1.62449 

ClientSCA -0.00907 

ClientSNK 1.476283 

ClientSS -2.21747 

ClientSUR 0.394981 

ClientSWG -0.75238 

ClientTAK 1.951819 

ClientTPC -1.75303 

ClientVERB -0.26664 

ClientVFL 0.573523 

ClientVH 2.218681 

ClientXENOS -2.89844 

ClientYARI 1.17793 

ClientZAN -1.04574 

ClientZARA 2.361091 

ClientZUID 2.186151 

OVE 1.964371 

Vrt.Typebus -0.74581 

Vrt.Typecitytrailer 0.047484 

Vrt.Typecombi 0.022369 

Vrt.Typelzv 0.57614 

Vrt.Typeoplegger 2.906202 

TG 0.001698 

Dagdonderdag 0.013086 

Dagmaandag 0.108171 

Dagvrijdag 0.292627 

Dagwoensdag 0.230643 

Dagzaterdag 2.152027 

Dagzondag -3.34424 

a_bedv -5.65E-05 

TruckerDEC -7.19104 

TruckerGEF 7.407125 

TruckerHB -1.32419 

TruckerHEE -0.6109 

TruckerJLN 5.41509 

TruckerKUI -1.39425 

TruckerOPZEE 0.958607 

TruckerOSCH 36.48417 
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TruckerPOR -2.48138 

TruckerRIJNS-B -14.2422 

TruckerVT 0.07729 

 
 

Appendix J – De Transporters price indication 
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Appendix K – Trip data set January to April 2016 
 

Column name Type Description 

Rit nr Integer Unique identifier for each trip 

Srt String Type of trip (D is distribution) 

Datum Date Date on which the trip is done 

Dag String Day of the trip 

Trucker String Name of company that does the trip 

Vrtnr Integer Unique identifier for a truck 

Type String Type of the vehicle (box truck, city trailer, semi-trailer, 

combi) 

Route String Direction of a trip 

Persnr. Integer Unique identifier for a trucker 
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Naam String Name of trucker 

Plan duur Integer Expected time that the whole trip will take (minutes) 

Rit duur Integer Actual time that the whole trip took (minutes) 

Afw ritduur Integer Deviation between expected and actual duration of trip 

Stop tijd Integer Total time spend at all stops during the trip 

Stops Integer Number of stops during the trip 

OVE Double Square meters truck loading floor needed for the trip 

Plan km Integer Planned amount of kilometers needed for the trip 

KM Integer Actual amount of kilometers needed for the trip 

Afw km Integer Deviation between planned and actual km needed for the 

trip 

Start Time Start time of the driver’s shift 

Vertrek Time Departure time at DC of truck for trip 

Aank Time Arrival time at DC of truck for trip 

Eind dienst Time End time of the driver’s shift 

Rust Integer Total amount of rest time taken by trucker during the trip 

 



 


